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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our Beth Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, January 16, 1969

Seen&Heard Bond Set At
$1000 For
Around
Couple Here
Murray

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXX No. 13

Soviet Space Men Dock Ships
And Transfer Crews. Russia
Claims Fist Space Station

A little red book of the say
bits of Mao Tae-Tung, Chair
man of the Chinese Communist
Party has become almost like
a bible to the reds of that nation.

Gary Leon Hicks and Virginia Evelyn Hicks, whose present address is 303 North 6th
Street, Mayfield, but formerly
of Murray, are still in the Calloway County Jail pending the
posting of bond of $1000.00,
!Any flood communist has this according to Comity Judge Hall
little red book with him and hfcCuieton.
The two adults have been
dutifully reads it at every opcharged With "breaking and enportunity.
tering of two homes in Calke
A booklet has come out in way County" according to war-America which is Ainerios's an- rant signed by Judge lideCuiswere to this little red book. ton. An error in the amount of
Its title is "Quotations from the bond was listed in the story
first crew transfer with the
By DUSKO 000Eit
in the Ledger &,Times on WedJesus Christ".
Two man- Apollo 9 mission set to begin
(UPI)
—
MOSCOW
nesday.
ned Soviet space ships docked Feb. 28.
Also charged in the breaking
*The Feundetion of Christian
A pint of blood costs ap- today in orbit, the first time
Two astronauts VIII transfer
Living has ordered an initial and entering were. two juvenproximately $35 or in the case such a maneuver had ever been via a pressurized docking tunprinting of 600,000 of these lit- iles, a male juvenile, age 16,
of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity carried out. After exchanging nel between the three-seat Apoltle booklets which it is sending from Calloway County, and a
at Murray State University — crew members in another his lo command ship and the twoPACKS FOR PINTS FROM' PIKES -- Sergeant Aubrey Morris of Prineeton (second
female juvenile, age 14,, from
all over the world.
100 empty cigarette packages. toric first the two Soy= ves- man Apollo moon landing
from loft) accepts some 5,000 empty cigarette packages from Rod Hodgson of Garden City,
Graves County.
The Pikes recently particip- sels disengaged and went their spacecraft, called the Lunar
Mich, president of PI Kappa Alpha fraternity at Murray State University. Morris and SergeThe male juvenile is being
Norman Vincent Peale, and
ant utter Gab miles of Hopkiniseille (far left) are two members of the HopkInsvill• battalion
ated in a drive conducted by separate. ways.
Module, and launched with it.
held
in
the
juvenile
detention
• Rev. Bernard Brunsting compil-the Hopkinsville battalion of For one hour, two of the Later one astronaut,,will_ spaceef the 100th Division, U.S. Army Reserve that ruse*, conducted a drive to help leukemia
room
of
Calloway
County
pended the little white and gold
the `100th Division, U.S. Army three crew members from the walk from one ship to the other
victims in the W•11.411111 Kentucky seas. For every 100 empty cigarette packs collected, cering action by county juvenile
booklet.
Reserve to help leukemia vic- spaceship Soyuz 5 had walked in practice for a lunar landing.
tain cigarette manufacturers would donate a pint of blood to the selected patients. Hansa+
authorities.
tims in the western Kentucky in space as their vehicle reThe United States plans to
Williams, • member of the fraternity from Hopkinsville, looks on.
The Graves County girl was
The two booklets, as you might
fret.
manned locked together with launch its first rudimentary
returned to Graves County this
For every 100 empty packs Soyuz 4 to form what the of- space station in 1971.
(Continued on Page Eight)
morning by authorities there.
collected by the reservists cer- ficial news agency Tass called
It will be the inside of a
Action pending her case will
tain cigarette manufacturing "the world's first experimental rocket stage fitte1\1 with living
be made by the authorities
and working_units. This orbital
companies would purchase a space station."
there.
pint of blood for the selected
The ships remained linked wertshop will at rst support
Both Gary Leon Hicks and
Rev. John L Parker of Hart- leukemia patients.
from 3:20 a.m.-EST to 7:55 a.m. three men in orbit for a month
Virginia Evelyn Hicks, and the
An exhibit of art objects from
The Pikes presented over 5,- — four hours, and a half. It had and will be revisited later.
ford. age 80, died Tuesday at
two juveniles are also charged the personal collections of faculthe Ohio County Hospital at 000 empty packages to Sergeant been expected they would re- In describing the Soviet feat
with at least three counts of ty members in the art departMajor Bob Miles of Hopkins- main linked for some time, but today Tars said Khrunov and
Hartford.
breaking in Graves County and ment at Murray State UniversThe deceased was born and vale and First Sergeant Aub- informed sources in Moscow Yeliseyev, a civilian, showed
warrants for their arrest have ity will be shown through Janreared on the east side of Cal- rey Morris of Princeton Mon- said the two capsules probably how spacemen could be trans
been made there as soon as uary 31 in the Price
Doyle Fine
'erred in rescues or relief operloway County. He was the son day night prior to the Murray- would land Friday.
action is taken in Calloway Co- Arts Building.
East
Tennessee
basketball
Between the linkup and sep- ations in earth orbit.
Kerry Lamb, son of Mr. and of the late John and Ella ParkSPRINGVILLE, Ala. US — unty.
game.
aration, research engineers Lt. "This new experiment gives
The four have been charged ,Entitled "Faculty Collects," Mrs. Earl Lamb of Coldwater, er.
A holocaust of detailed freight
Rev Parker was a member
Morris accepted the packs Col. Yevgeny Khrunov and Al- the opportunity to change the
cam and butane gas storage tere in connection with thefts the show in the Mary Ed /decoy Farmington Route One, is a of Hartford Second Baptist and thanked the
fraternity for exei Yeliseyev clambered out crew of the ship and also retanks exploded twice today into from the home of Rev. and Hall Gallery is open to the patient at the Mayfield Hospi- Church, one of the last chur- its effort. He noted that
the of Soyuz 5 in which they were scue spacemen in case of emer2,000-Loot high mushrooms of Mrs. Lloyd Wilson and the Mar. public seven days a week. It tal.
The little boy, a first grade ches he pastored and helped to project was well worth while launched Wednesday with a gencies," Tass said.
limb and flame that lit the via Pierce Kentucky Lake Cot- includes 84 works and examples
Then, Tass said, "Um,entererganize before his retirement. as the blood was vitally needed third man, made their way aailgElleest A/aberna sky and tage, according to the judge's of sevdiral media — ceramics, student at Kirksey Elementary Most of his adult life has been by the patients.
long guide rails and carried out ed the Soyuz 4 qiiietWitp and
office.
prints,
sculpture,
paintings,
jewSchool,
is
reported
to
have
menhrouses 30 miles away.
elry and glassware.
ingitis as diagnosed by his doct-' pa....-en to ministate' and evan- "One of the five victims in various tasks They then mi- took new working 'Mies beWere no reported—inthe area has to have et least a tered Soper 4 where Lt. Col. side
Commander Shatalov."
or
at Mayfield, Kerry is report- gelistic work.
jurist from the latest in a seSurvivors include his wife, pint a day," said Morris, "and Vladimir Shatalov had been a- There rs plenty ofroom tor all
Roode,
gallery
director
Bill
to
be
responding
to
treated
dui of explosions in this cramMrs. Ruth George Parker, three his family cannot afford the long since his Tuesday launch. three in Shatalov's vehicle.
and art instructor, said the ment.
m
town, much of which bas
Never before have two mannThey remained aboard Soyuz
'Low provides people in the - Kerry was taken ill on Thurs- daughters, and one son, all of price of the blood for an exbeen evacuated by the 822 resi4 after the separation and cos (Continued on Page Eight)
Murray area an excellent op- day. His brother, Kevin, a stu- Hartford, Two local survivors tended period of time."
dents.
portunity to see unusual art dent in the fourth grade at are his sisters, Mrs. Riley Craw- Both Morris and Miles were monaut Boris Volynov was aAt least four persons were inpieces, including three Picasso Kirksey, returned to school to- ford and Mrs. Loyal Farmer, the guests of the university at lone aboard Soyuz S.
jured Wednesday afternoon in
both of Murray.
the ball game and were introA British scientist said the
three explosions touched off by. Fifteen persons were charg- lithographs, a Hogarth print day. The family doctor said it
Funeral services were held duced prior to the start of the Russians could keep such a
derailment of 30 freight cars, ed, entered pleas of guilty, and and a Persian miniature paint- was alright for the boy to re- today at 11 am. at
the Hart- varsity game.
space station aloft indefinitely
turn to school.
Including tankers carrying cote- were fined and sentenced in ing.
ford Second Baptist Church
and, use it as a jump-off point
"It is a most interesting exA note was sent home Wedpremed gas, into storage tanks the City Court of City Judge
with Bro. Snyder of Owensbofor a manned flight to the
of liquihed gas near the depot William H. (Jake) Dunn this hibit, featuring work that rang- nesday by the students to the ro
officiating.
moon. American scientists also
of the Alamaba Great Southern week. Retords show the follow- es from antiquity to 1968," he parents which reads as follaws:
have said a space station was
added.
"The
Calloway
County
Board
Railroad.
ing occurred:
necessary for further space
Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 5 of Health has taken the positLt. F. E. Kizzish of the Ala- _$ I. Howard, disregarding
'
flights.
:-bama Highway Petrol made •itep sign, fined $10.00 costs p.m. Monday through Friday, ion that mass treatment is not
The United States plans Its
9 a.m. to noon on Saturday, and indicated and recommended inclose inspection of the fire IR $4.50.
The intersection of South
stead that close contacts with
first daylight today.
S. M. Kugler, speeding, fin- 2 to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
The following 4-H members
the infected child be taken to
13th and Poplar Streets was the
"One car of gas is still on fire ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
Project
Calloway
named
were
their family physician for inscene of a two car collision
and the situation will continue
D. R. Mouser, speeding, aCORRECTION
The Calloway County High Champions and will submit
dividual evaluation and treat.
yesterday at 4:07 p.m., accordto be dangerous until it ex- mended to disorderly conduct,
confor
host
to
records
will
play
School
Lakers
project
their
rnent if needed."
ing to the report filed by the
plodes or all of the gas burns fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
The Jolts- B. Watson family
Project
Area
Jets
Friday
Marshall
for
the
North
sideration
M. B. Rogers, principal of
Murray Police Department. No
out," he said.
L. G. Nanny, Jr., speeding, a- attend the Goshen United MeChampKirksey School, said he was ad- night, January 17, at Cellessait Champions, Area Sr.
injuries were reported.
Kizziah said it was up to mended to disorderly conduct,
Area
thodist Church instead of the
at
the
railroad authorities to decide fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
vising the parents of the chil- County High School. Since this ions will be named
Oars involved were a 1964
church listed in the story about
is the first time the two teams Senior Achievement to be held
Whether to let the car, which
Ford four door sedan driven by
L S. Ammons, speeding, fin- Mr. Watson in the Tuesday is- dren to check with their own have met this season, the game in Murray in February.
John H. Arnold of Murray Rt. Ethel Diuguid Thurmond of
bolds 8,000 gallons of gas, burn ed $15.00 costs $4.50.
family doctor regarding the
sue of The Ledger & Times.
should prove to be a,n exciting
Area 'Jr. Champions will be Three died suddenly from a Murray Route Two, and a 1987
care of their children.
out or try to extinguish it,
R. C. Colson, improper passone
named at the Area Junior heart .attack at his home on Ford four door station wagon
A forest fire touched off by ing, amended to breach of
Starting time for the junior Achievement meeting to be held Wednesday at 3:30 p. m.
the explosions was put out dur- puce, fined $20.00 costs $4.50.
owned by the Tennessee Valley
varsity game is 6:45 and the in Fulton County on March 1.
Arnold was 57 years of age Authority and driven by Wiling the early morning. Kizzish
J. T, Higgins, speeding, aJarrett,
varsity
Jimmy
for
the
Division:
time
and
a
veteran
of
starting
Jr.
World
War
said none of the storage tanks mended to breach of peace,
liam Udell Kalberer, 904 Story
game is approximately 8:00. Al Forestry and Geology; Robert II. He was born December 6, Avenue, Murray.
had exploded.
•
fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
and
Photography
and
support
fans
come
Itrelsford,
1911,
in
Laker
Henry
County,
Tenn.,
A tanker apparently caused
Police said Kalberer was goS. V. Couey, Jr., disregardthe Lakers to victory.
Boy's Health; 'Kim Puckett, to the late Joe Arnold and ing south on llth Street, stoppthe initial explosions that bro- ing stop sign, fined $10.00 costs
Meleia
Horse;
Amanda
Woodwork
and
Nix
Arnold. He and ed for the stop sign at Poplar
ught firemen from five muni$4.50.
Spann, Clothing and Food Pre- his wife, the former Nettie Street; but failed to see the
ll Updates. The firemen fought
M. J. Fields, reckless driving,
CorpsMedical
servation; David Smith, Dog and Dunn, had been married for 22 Thurmond car going west and
PEARL HARBOR (UPI) — and two Arm,
the blaze for 12 hours until the fined $15.00 coots $4.50.
Entomology; Libby Sims, Knitt- years.
The Navy promised prompt re- men were flying to Honolulu to
town's water pressure got too
pulled out-into the street.
A. L Kelso, speeding, fined
ing; Elaine Eversrneyer, Foods(Continued on Pogo Eight)
pair of the explosion-wrecked
:low to pump meter, then they $15.00 costs $4.50.
The county man is survived
Damage to the Thurmond ear
Steve
Rabbit;
and
Nutrition
at
reported
USS
Enterprise
today
but
would
was
withdrew to let the flames burn
breakin
Arold,
two
A
by his wife, Mrs.
was on the hood; front bumper,
J. D. Eades, speeding, fined
Dairy;
and
Electric
McCuiston,
Wedneshazard
no
estimate
of
the
School
themselves out.
time
University
the
daughters, Mrs. Frances Gal- grill, right front and left front
$15.00 costs $4.50.
or cost involved.
A six-square-block area was
day morning, according to the James Jarrett, Horticulture; lion of Puryear:Tenn., and Mrs. fenders, and to the Kalberer
R. D. Wilson, unnecessary
Management.
Home
Lisa
Smith,
of
the
PoThe cause
evacuated for fear of more exdevastation,
report made to the Murray
Elizabeth Gargus of Murray car on the rear bumper, left
noise, fined $15.00 costs $4.50.
idesions. Most of the evacuees
triggered by an explosion belice Department at 6:33 a.M. Sr. Division: Jayne Scott, Jr. Route Six; two sons, John, Arn- rear fender, and left rear door.
G. H. Richardson, driving
Alexander,
Karen
Leadership;
'went to the National Guard
Vernon Shown, director of
old, Jr., South 11th Street, MurLast night at 6:25 p.m. a hit
while intoxicated, fined $150.00 neath a fighter-bomber on the
'armory, which later was evacthe school, said that nothing Home Economics and Foods- ray, and, Jesse Arnold of Ca- and run accident occurred on
costs $4.50, no operator's lic- ship's flight deck Tuesday, was
Stubblefield,
Kathy
uated, and a local church campinvestigawas missing and the school Nutrition;
diz.
West Main Street at 14th Street,
ense, fined $25.00 costs $4.50; not known. Disaster
Dairy; Ellen Watson, Clothing; Other survivors are three Si11- according to the police report.
grounds. Many stayed with
tors and clean-up crews worked
building was not ransacked.
subject given ten days in City
Jannett Jarrett, Safety; Claire ters, Mrs. Pearl Green, Sycafriends.
side-by-side today on the *batMelvin Douglass Underwood
Jail,
Eversmeyer, Rabbit; Jeanne more Street, Murray, Mrs. Alice of Louisville, driving a 1960
About 2:30 a. m. EST, two
tered deck of the Enterprise,
J. D. Stroud, driving while inJarrett, Photography and Girl's Todd of Murray Route Three, Triumph two door sedan, was
CONVALESCING
ether tank can exploded, ahat- toxipeted, fined $150.00 costs world's largest warship.
The highest average for the
Health; Lyn Dunn, Entomology. and Mrs. Maxine Dunn of Dex- going east on Main, and
The casualty toll stood at 24 current sales of Type 2 dark
'tering windows 400 yards away.
started
$4.50, no operator's license, finThese selections were based ter; one half sister, Mrs. Effie to make a left turn onto
dead, one missing and 85 in- fired tobacco was reported for Joe Cowin has been dismiss
14th
ed $25.00 costs $4.50, subject
jured. A search was abandoned Wednesday on the Murray ed from Western Baptist Hos- on 1968 records that were sub- Johnston of Vicksburg, Miss.; Street.
given ten days in City Jail.
at sunset Wednesday for the Market, according to tithe W. pital where he had been a pat mitted by 4-H members in Cal- one brother, Floyd Arnold of
Police said another car, also
J. F. Conner, speeding, fined
missing crewmen.
Barnett, reporter.
lent since New Year's Eve when loway County.
Eva Beach, Hawaii; four -grand- going east on Main Street, at$15.00 costs 54.50.
rewas
$49.32
average
of
Three of the most seriously
An
children. he suffered a heart attack en
tempted to pass the Underwood
The First Trustee District of
burned victims were flown corded Wednesday which is the plane as he and Mrs. CowFuneral services will be held car and hit it in the left rear
than
higher
▪ the Kentucky Medical AssocietWednesday to the burn ward af twenty three cents
in were flying back from a
Saturday at. 11 a. m. at the side. The second car left the
ion will hold- its annual meetthe U.S. Army Medical Center the opening day sale on Mon- visit with their younger daughchapel of the Max H. Churchill
tb
licc
eaccident, according
Tuesing at 6 p.m., January 22, at
in San Antonio, Tex., and eight day. The average for the
ter, and son-in-law, Mr. and
United Pro** latrr.fteksioal
Funeral Home. Burial 4411 be toene
the police.
Barnett
the Paducah Country Club, Paothers were expected to be day sales was $48.77,
Mrs. Bill Collura, of BordenCemetery
Hill_
In the Temple
Damage to the Underwood
ducah, according to C. C. Lowry,
town, New Jersey. Mr. Cowin
One person was arrested for transferred there today. Sixty- said.
Press international with the arrangements by the car was on the left rear fender
The sales for Wednesday on had just recovered from major by united
M.D., Murray, trustee for the shoplifting at the Jim Adams one sailors still were hospitaMostly cloudy today through Max H. Churchill Funeral Home and rear bumper.
Murray floors, Doran's, surgery for a circulatory blockdistrict.
IGA Store last night at 11:40 lized today at Tripler Army the four
where friends may call.
Madge Alexander of the Help
Farris, Growers, and Planters, age which was performed at Friday with occasional rain.
Henry B. Amman,
KMA by the Murray Police Depart- Hospital in Honolulu.
Yourself Store on East Main
The three most badly burned were for 252,415 pounds for Vanderbilt University Hospital High today 50s east to low 60s
president, featured speaker at ment.
Street notified the police this
the meeting, will give • slide
survivors were in serious con- a total amount of $12448403. in November. He Is .,now con- west. Low tonight 40s east to
morning at 7;58 that a small
for
low
50s
west.
were
Tuesday
sales
The
Charlie
Pro-tem
City
Judge
with
burns
dition
presentation on activities of the
covering 30
valescing at his home but the
block building housing a motor,
a-total
for
a
250,380
pounds
man's
bond
at
set
the
cent
of
to 40 per
their bodies,
Association. Appearing on the S. Mart
doctor, recommended he have
was damaged.
Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m. 354.2,
program with Doctor Amman $100 and he was released by Army doctors said. They were mount of $122,113.76, Barnett no visitors for at least two
Republican
Women's Police said earlier this mornThe
up
0.1;
below
darn
301.1,
down
said.
will be John C Quertermous, local authorities to appear in identified as Airmen Paul Gat
weeks.
Club will meet at the Commun- ing a person told them that
1.8.
5ales will continue on the
M.D., Murray.
the next city court session. The Icy, 21, Somerville, Mass; Wility Center on Ellis Drive on while they were driving on
said.
Barnett
Market,
Murray
All physicians and their wives Police said the person alleged- liam G. Skinner, Salt Like City,
Barkley Lake: 7 am. 354.2, Monday, January 20, at 6:30 Main Street hit night • Mir
FREE PUPPIES
Sales will continue on the
In the First District are invited ly stole a small package of Utah, and Jerry McKenzie,
0.1; below dam 3033, P.M.
down
JUMpOrnI4 curb, hit the small
said.
Barnett
Murray
Market,
to attend the meeting, Doctor ham.
Kings Tree, S.C.
down
0.3.
Anyone
wishing
to
have
a
This will be a potluck dinner building:- Uid left the scene.
the
but
..••••••••
The
small
volu,me is
Lowry said. A separate proIA
Col
Basil
A.
one
Pruitt,
cited
diralso
police
The
•
free puppy, six weeks old, may
and each one is asked to bring The witness did not know who
gram has been planned for the person for speeding yesterday ector of the Army's burn ward, quality Is good and the price call 753-2708.
These are half Sunrise 7:09; sunset 5:04.
a covered dish and her oit_the
..person was, according to
Is holding well, the local towives during the physicians' it 1:10 p.m.
collie and cute as a pup.
Moon rose 615
another doctor barn specialist bacco reporter said.
the Police.
silverware, plate, and cup.
meeting.

PiKAs Here Ships Disengage And Go,On
Supply Blood Separate Ways; Land Friday
To Needy

s Voranitis and his
re shown in Athens
And who got called
for performing the
odox (Inn-tile* unless
late. fciiat.paoh,

URDAY *

Audiences

1 Tops
OFF
Caps
$1.00

1ER

lp

Art Exhibit Will
Be Shown At MSU

Tank Cars
Explode To
Form Threat

'Kerry Lamb
Patient At
Hospital

Former Countian,
Rev. Parker Dies

iirei

Fifteen Persons
Fined In Court Of
Judge Jake Dunn

Project Champions
In 4-H Work Are
Calloway Lakers To Listed For Calloway
Play Jets From
North Marshall

Collisions
Are Reported
By Police

John Arnold
Passes Away

Navy Says Enterprise ljJJ
Be Repaired; Cost Unknown

Breakin Reported At School Here

HiOier Price
Average On
Sales Here

Doctors And Wives
Meet This Month

Person Arrested
For Shoplifting

WEATHER REPORT

Republican'Women
Plan Meeting
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Sale

11111111INGIOW1 SALE
WA
COMMONWEALTH OF
JOEL CALLOWAY Montt MEI= SAVINGS

was Or

By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer

VERSUS
JUL MANUFAC
SI COMPANY. INC, A
CORPORATION
KEY
Sot.
' and
thee el a *dement
at sake aIf to. Callowar
Coed rendered et the
6th Nide Tenn thereat
In the above mask he
Fa .to.. Tbaseend Five
id Peaty-11m And Mir"
011.5411ST) with interest
rate of S per cent per
.,fross the 3rd day of
USA until paid and Its
stain I shall proceed to
for sale at the Court
door is the Murray.
ity, to the highest bid,
. public auction on the
ay of January UMS, at
"clock p. m., or there.
upon a credit of 0 nasa•
le foLlowisig described
Y. to-wit:
arras out of the Northroar of Tract No. 11 in
of record in Deed Book
rhea 54, said two acres
ISO feet on the east ad
dos aml 110 feet on the
pad south sides. Said 2
baba banded ria the
M lirj the Sward gam
Mad and as the math
a hima.
iimishome price, the
• mast amepli band,
opilimprilleadliia bawd Mama from the day
, mit paid, ad haying
re sad effect of a judge.
11411kgs will be prepared
lib promptly with these

0

cT waerrsg- Patrick
inc 'above), a suicideconvicted bank robber
escaped federal confineand within a week
d a Missouri bank of
than $53,000, is the
it on the FBI's list of
Most Wanted Fugi" Kane, 44, is 5-feeteighs 171.1. has graying
and ruddy' complexion.

AMPS

ry hiss:ors
iRE STAMPS
specifications!!
ce

Supply

Store

Stanky Will
Nevada Southern NowIle Eddie
Manage Again llsis
Rebels, Still Have Old Ways Year...In College

Joe Surprised
But Only At
The Timing

Pennsylvania
Stall Beats
Villanova

3.10%
5.20%
5.511%
S.0%
5.40%
5.48%
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•
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By United Press International wide*trom the outside.
Fred Taylor of Pan American
was game high scorer with 30
ranked
for
the
19th
An
upset
By GLEN CARPENTER
Louisville Cardinals at the hands points while Claude Virden led
Murray with 25.
LEXINGTON, Ky. UPI - Louis- of the Dayton Flyers and two
In other Kentucky college cage
ville Central finally reached the overtime games topped the collaction Wednesday night, Thomas
summit today as the Yellowjack- ege baiketball program for Ken- More thumped Pikeville 108-66
ets tied undefeated Clark County tucky Wednesday night.
and Union flayed Rio Grande of
for the number one spot in the Dayton nipped Louisville 69-67
Ohio 107-84 in a Kentucky Intercourt.
The
home
Flyers
on
the
.United Press International high
collegiate Athletic Association
partial
revenge
as
served
loss
school basketball ratings.
game.
Central, loser only to Louis- for an earlier 84-69 season loss
In the only game on tonight's
ville Shawnee received eight fi- at Louisville that snapped the
card for Kentucky colleges, Gerst-place ballots and 160 votes,Flyers' I9-game winning streak.
orgetown Tigers journey to Indto match Clark County in the Dayton, now 11-2 overall, cliniana to play Northwood Institute.
Tom
Crossvictory
on
ched
the
seventh weekly balloting by the
UPI Board of Coaches from thr- white's two foul shots with 31
seconds left.
oughout Kentucky.
Shawnee moved from fourth Steve Turnwald led the winnto third this me/.1( on the stren- ers with 17 points, while Butch
gth of Covington Holmes' upset Beard was game high scorer wiof Covington Catholic last week. th 20 for the Cards. Mike Gross
The rest of the top ten in ord- added 18 for Louisville, Hich
er includes Central City, fourth; dropped to 10-3 on the season.
Covington Catholic, fifth; Louis- At Owensboro's Sports CenANNAPOLIS, Md. UT - Rick
ville Seneca, sixth; Louisville ter, No. 1 ranked small college Forzano, new head football coMale, seventh; Richmond Madis- Kentucky Wesleyan squeaked by ach of the U. S. Naval Acaon, eighth; Lexington Tates Cr- Tennessee State 97-95 in the last demy, is a man who has achieek, ninth, and Louisville Thom- 27 seconds of an overtime period. eved both his life ambitions in
Panther guard Steve Deskin.s
as Jefferson, tenth.
little more than a year.
Louisville's powerful 6th Re- stole a Tennessee State pass, Lest year, he was appointed
went
in
for
a
layup
and
was
foulgion includes Central, Shawnee
offensive backfield coach of the
and Thomas Jefferson. After the ed. The three-period play gave Cinciimati Bengalis by the man
early season loss to Shawnee, Wesleyan the edge.
he +dwell wanted to work forthe Yellowjackets have come on The game had been tied 88- Paul Bran.
Wednesday, he was appointand gradually increased in str- all at the end of regulation play.
ength eachveek in the balloting. Wesleyan, now 11-2 on the seas- ed head football ooadi of Navy,
free
on,
made
77
per
cent
of
its
somettdng he wanted since he
Last Friday night, Central put
the frosting on the cake with throws, compared with 70 per was aeiestant coach for the
a 54-52 victory over Thomas cent for the Tigers, who slipped backfield at the Naval Academy
to 7-5 for the season.
from 1959 to 1963.
J efferson.
Forzano, 40, who was head
• Clark County, however, hasn't Murray State University's Jim
been idle, defeating two foes Stocks got six points in overtime coach at Connectieut and ofincluding Lexington Bryan Stat- at Murray to give the Racers a fensive backfield coach of the
92-88 victory over hard-fighting St. Louis Cardinals between the
ion Tuesday night, 70-56.
Navy and the AFL, replaces Bill
Shawnee, after two defeats, is Pan American of Edinburg, Tex.
Elias.
tack on the beam again, taking The game had been tied 78-78
Elise was fired'ast month
wins over Flaget, 103-60 and at the end of regulation play aftafter Navy stagged to a dismal
Murray-lad
lgd
47-44
at
the
er
DeSales 79-64 last weekend.
2-8 record, its worst in 20 years.
Male's decline from sixth to half. Murray's full-court press
seemed
to
disrupt
the
Broncos
seventh this week was induced
by Richmond Madison which up- early in the game as they shot
MARK EVERY GRAYS
set the Bulldogs 80-68 last Saturday night to jump from tenth
to eighth.
- 41
8. Richmond Madison
Tate* Creek slipped only to 9, Lex, Tates Creek
21
and I'm highly flattered that ninth place after its loss 13,st
17
10, Lou. T. Jefferson
he would think of me as quali- week, while Henry Clay fell to
11. Lex, Henry Clay, 12. Shelby
fied to do a good job," Green- 11th, being replaced in the top
County, 13. Tie-Covington Holberg said, "but I'm not available ten by Thomas Jefferson.
mes, Hazard, Frankfort, 16. Ashfor the job."
Since ISM
•,
The ratings 1st-place votes in land, 17. Lex. Bryan Station, 18.
Tie-Paducah Tilghman, Union CAsked if he would serve as parentheses:
9
160 ounty, 20. Newport Catholic.
commissioner should the own- 1. Tie-Clark Co.
8
160
ers draft him, Greenberg re- 2. Lou. Central
Others receiving two or more
SUILDERS OF FINE
116 votes: Johnson Central Harlan,
1
plied. "That's a different ball 3. Lou. Shawnee
MEMORIALS
.
97 Maytown, Allen County, South
game. But I haven't talked to 4. Central City
Porter White • Manager
anyone at all about it and I 5. Covington Catholic
88 Hopkins, Bowling Green, Lee Co.111 Maple St. 753-2512
don't know if anything like that 6, Lou. Seneca
71 unty, Lou. St. Xavier, Lex. Lai
has happened."
7, Lou. Male
60 ayette.

ing all of the league's power in
Its northern region.
The Commodores are 11-3 ovsr:PLANTA UPI - Sixth-ranked er all and 5-1 in the conference,
Kentucky's drive toward its nib having won four straight league
Southeastern Conference cage tit- games since being knocked off
le in 37 seasons reaches its first by Georgia two weeks ago.
crossroads Saturday when the hiAuburn beat Alabama 78-63 in
gh-octane Wildcats go into the de- Wednesday night's only SEC acTennfensive stronghold of the
tion, giving the Plainsmen a 3-3
essee Vols.
SEC record and 7-5 overall. AlThe Wildcats, with only one abama dropped to 1-4 in the SEC
senior on the squad, are looking and 4-7 over all.
like one of Aciolph Rupp's better
The only action in the South teams this year as they have go- east tonight involves two indepinclustart
that
to
a
10-2
tten off
endents. Tulane, 5-10 despite Jodes four straight, easy SEC vic- hnny Arthurs' 24,7 average, vistories.
its Miami which is 5-7 behind
Those two losses by 10 points Dan Curnutt's 24.8 shooting.
to 2nd ranked North Carolina ba- There are no games Friday
ck in early December and a 4- night and only scattered, indepoints upset by Wisconsin at pendent, action Saturday night
Chicago on New Year's Eve. not counting the Kentucky-TennThe Vols, who feel that the essee contest with Furman at
best way to win is to keep the Florida, Tulane at Florida State,
other fellows from scoring, have and Georgia Tech at Mercer.
been almost as impressive. They "Pistol Pete" Maravich, the
are 8-2 overall, 3-1 in the SEC. Louisiana
State sharpshooter
There was a 6-point loss to Iowa who leads the nation in scoring
State six weeks ago and a stunn- with his 45.5 mark, continues
ing 1-point upset at Mississippi his two-week exams layoff until
State earlier this month.
a week from Saturday when he
Saturday's tattle, at Knoxville, and his Bengal teammates will
Tenn., should be highlighted by a host Kentucky.
duel between Kentucky's three Bob Lienhard, 6-foot-11 Georstandout juniors-6-foot-8 Dan Lss- gia junior who had 27 points in
el 23.8 ppg, 6-4 Mike Casey 19.5 a losing cause against Kentucky
and 6-4 Mike Pratt 15.9 and that Monday night, continues.as the
Tennessee defense which has all- No. 2 scorer in the SEC with a
owed only 58.6 points per game. 25.4 mark. The No. 3 SEC scorTennessee's offensive burden er, at 24.3, is 8-3 senior Tom
rests with Bill Justus 18.6 ppg Hagan of Vanderbilt.
and 6-foot-10 Bobby Croft 16.2. Rounding out °the top 10 are
The Vanderbilt Commodores, Issel, Neal Walk 22.4 of Florida,
idle until the following Saturday, Gary Elliott 19.6 of Alabama,
are making a three-way race out Casey, Justus, Jerry Eppling18.5
of this year's SEC basketball of Georgia and Croft.
campaign - and thereby centraliz-

MOBILE, Ala UPI - Eddie
week. The Panthers 10-2 got 24 Stanky will be managing again
first place votes and a total of this season - in the college ranks.
Stanky, who was fired last
329 points.
NEW YORK UPI - The small Southwest Missouri 9-3 receiv- season as manager of the Chicago White Sox, accepted a positcollege basketball power once ed two first place votes and the
ion as baseball coach at the Unknown as Nevada Southern is op- Bears made the biggest jump of
erating under a new name but the the week, advancing from seventh iversity of South Alabama.
Stanky, who also ems a former
_ Rebels are still up to their old to fourth with 206 points. The
manager of the St. Louis Cardways of improving their stature Bears traded positions with Evs and antagonizing the opposition. ansville. The Purple Aces 6-5 inals, turned dovm offers from
the Chicago Cubs and Cardinals
. The red-hot Rebels, recently were beaten by the Bears, 101along with another one to manage
)rammed University of Nevada, 74.
Ashland , the nation's top de- in the new international Global
a Las Vegas, ran their season
League but preferred a position
iMpoord to 10-3 last Saturday nig- fensive outfit, retained fifth placlose to his home.
followed
by
points,
ce
with
203
.1111 and Coach Rolland Todd's club
"I couldn't be happier," said
'used the 115-82 conquest of Port. Southwest Louisiana 10-4, Evanthe former second baseman of
bland State to move into the No. Z sville, Stephen F. Austin 12-1,
the Brooklyn Dodgers and New
position in the latest weekly Unit- Cheyney State 9-2 and Puget SouYork Giants. "This gives me a
ed Press International small co- nd 13-0.
• Fairmont of West Virginia he- chancel() work with youngsters
°liege ratings.
and that's what I enjoy most."
-* The Rebels, averaging 103 poi- aded the second 10 with 38 points.
ago,
fell
a
week
Gannon,
ninth
nts a game and playing what may
be their final campaign as a sma- to 12th after a 106-81 setback to
ll college, received five first Kentucky Wesleyan. Howard Payplace votes and a total of 246 ne was 13th, Northern Arizona
points from the 35-member UPI 14th, American International 15th
and Long Beach State 16th.
1.,Coaches Rating Board.
Assumption and South Dakota
Nevada Las Vegas replaced
Central State of Ohio in the ru- State tied for 17th and Springfield,
nnerup spot in the sixth ballot Wittenberg and Eastern New Meof the season, the Ohioans slipp- xico tied for 19th.
Other first place votes in the
ing to third.
Kentucky Wesleyan, season-lo- balloting went to Howard Payne
ng pace setter, held on the No. I 2, S. F.. Austin and Central Ohio.
Kentucky Wesleyan, led by shrating for the sixth consecutive
arp-shooting George Tinsley, drJACKSONVILLE, Fla. See opped a 6241 verdict to South- Joe Nemeth was surprised some
Panthers
ern Illinois but the
30 pro football writers picked
regained their winning ways by
stopping Corpus Christi 101-84
and Gannon 106-81.
The Rebels from Las Vegas
expect to join the West Coast
Athletic Conference next fall so
the current campaign will likely
CHICAGO CH - There's nobe the Nevada team's last in the
thing wrong with baseball that
college division. The Nevada BoBy VITO STELLING
the right czar couldn't straightard of Regents renamed the schUPI Sports Writer
en out.
ool last Saturday and the action was a major victory for the
The right man, however, has
Dick Harter, the University of Rebels who wanted parity with
been as elusive for baseball
Pennsylvania baskegall coach, sister school University of Nevowners as Broadway Joe Nadevised a simple elite plan in ada at Reno.
math was for the Baltimore
setting up the stall Wednesday
Colts in the Super Bowl chainnight against 10th ranked Man.
football game last
ova.
We told the players to shoot
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
It has now been a mouth
only when they were sure it was
BASKIITSALL RESULTS
since
William Eckert was fired
Harter
said.
going in,"
By United Prom new-national'
from his ;65,000 a year job for
That's just what his five play- Dayton 69 Louisville 67
GUARANTOR - New York
"knew baseball."
ers, who went all the way, did as Ky. Wesleyan 97 Tenn. Tech 95 Jets quarterback Joe Na-• a man who
Bill Bartholomay, president of
they stunned Villanova 32-30 on a-Murray 92 Pan Anierican 88
math; who "guaranteed" a
the Atlanta Braves, said WedSteve Bilsky's 22-foot jumper Union 107 Rio Grande 04
Jets 'victory in the Super
neadaY he had found the right
with just three seconds remain- Thomas More 108 Pikeville 86 e•Bowl. looks real happy in
man in the presence of Hall of
ing.
Miami after making his Famer Hank Greenberg.
It was the first time Harter
boast stick, 16-7.
However, Greenberg, a forRECORD CRACKED
has used the stall this season
mer great with the Detroit TiFORT STOCKTON, Tea. 1111
while compiling a 7-6 mark cotbetop quarterback in gers of the American League,
-Art Arforna, former holier him
mpared to Villanova's 10-2 recfootball-surpised said he wasn't seeking the job.
of the world land speed record, 'rotational
ord although he used it several Wednesday craed.- his own they didn't do It sooner.
"I'm interested in baseball
"Thit-iiiarlircenits will 647:times in losing games the past quarter mar-record, speeding
he said of and I hope they come up with
fe,"co
two seasons and turned to a con- to 287.85 miles per hour in his you a cup of
trolled game to upset Lagalle jet-powered Green Monster. The his selection as the quartertack a qualified man," mid Greenlast year. Vilbuiova's only other old record was 256.62 mph. set on the fink all pro football berg in New York. "There's noPm Football wee'.4 thing wrong with the game. As
team
loss came at the hands of second- In 1965.
soon as they get the right man
magazine.
ranked North Carolina,
"It's nice to be named to any I'm sure baseball will continue
Wake Forest 90-82, Notre Dame
All-Star team," he admi.ted, to be the No. 1 sport in the
Defends Stall
turned back Detroit 84-77, Duqbut said his, quarterbacking was Uaited States."
uesne stopped St, Francis Pa.
"I know of nobody who could
Regardless of whether it wor- 79-55, Auburn topped Alabama as good last year as it is this
think do a better job," Bartholomay
year.
"It's
the
jerks
who
As, Harter defends the use of the 78-63 and Dayton nipped Louismid of Greenberg. "I haven't
I've improved."
stall. Although some coaches cla- 'ville 69-67.
Nemeth led the East to a 25- talked to Hank to see whether
im the stall should be abolished,
24 last-quarter victory a year he would accept the job, and
Harter said their howls do not
Goes Into Freeze
ago, throwing for one t-iuch- I wouldn't nominate anyone who
bother him.
down and running for another, hasn't indicated he'd accept the
"We're playing to win and we'd
Penn, leading 19-18 at halftime, but said he fiat ,'different" a- job, but I intend to talk with
:
6
1 3 it in the NCAA finals if we went deeper into its freeze agai- bout this year's game.
Hank before the next meeting
:thought it was the way to win. nst Villanova in the second half.
"There are 11 of us on this of the owners."
;And I think it makes an interest- The Quakers froze the ball prac- team who are world champBartholomay's suggestion of
:lag game. I've said that even when tically the entire last nine minu- ions," he tra!,-2,1, remembering Greenberg picked up steam
we've lost with it," Harter said. tes.
New York's 16-7 win over the when Arthur Allyn, head of the
"We would have gone out of
Chicago
League
The score was tied 29-29 with Baltimore Colts in the Super American
:the staff U we had fallen seven 9:17 left and 30-30 with 3:54 left, Bowl last Sunday. "And no mat- White Sox, indicated that he
or eight points behindbut it was Villanova's Howard Porter miss- ter,where we are, on the prac- would support Greenberg for
working."
ed a free throw with 3:35 left and tact?' field or playing for real, the post as commissioner.
Allyn said he thought GreenIn other games Wednesday, Penn then held the ball before we'll be thinking: "You're world
-Temple defeated Pittsburg 53- calling time out with about 20 champs and you better Set out berg "just might be all right,"
there and do the job right." and added he believed Hank
80, fourth-ranked Davidson beat seconds left.
"would- e acceptable to the
players."
Greenberg, an American LeaLEGAL NOTICE
gue -player for 18 years, later
wait part owner of the Cleveland Indians and the White Sox.
PROPOSED HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION
He now is an investment banker in New York.
Pursuant to Section 128 of Title 23 of the
"Bill is a good friend of mine,
United States Code, a Public Hearing will be held
NEW YORK ma - The Unit
Wednesday, January 22, 1969, at 10:00 A.M., preed Press International smail
college baaketball ratings with
vailing local time, in the Marshall County Court
HIGGINS SENTENCED
first place votes and won-lost
House, Fiscal Court Room, Benton, Kentucky.
La. art - Michael
RUSTON,
Sixth
parentheses:
records
in
inafford
all
The purpose of this hearing is to
"Pinky" Higgins, former manaWeek:
terested persons affected by the construction of
Nam' ger of the Boston Red Sox, was
Teems
the Murray-Benton Road from a point approxi1. Ky Wesleyan (24) (10-2) 329 sentenced to four years at hard
641-Ky.
464
U.S.
mately 2.5 miles south of the
1 Nev.. Las Vgs (5) (10-3) 246 labor Wednesday in connection
junction west of Almo Heights, and extending
3.Cntri Ohio
(1) (3-1) 226 with an auto accident.
north to a point approximately 1.1 miles south of
4. SW Mo.
(2) (12-1) 203
Higgins, 60, was charged with
6. SW La.
(104) 138
the SCL of Benton, a distance of approximately
,.7. Evansville.
(6-5) 105 negligent homicide after his car
10.7 miles, project f' 193 (6), SP 18-3 and SP 798. S. F. Austin (1) (111) 92 crashed into a Louisiana De153, an opportunity to express their views con(9-2) 88 partment of Highways crew
9. Chyney St.
improvement
the
effect
economic
the
cerning
Sound
Puget
(13-0)
41 Feb. 28, 1968, killing George
10.
will have on the community. The construction
Fairmont
38 Killen, 65, of Simsboro, La,
11.
will be four lane, grade and drain and high type
34 and injuring two other men
12. Gannon
surface.
(2) 20
13. Howard Payne
Information relating to this project may be
16
14. Northern Ariz.
The accident occurred on Inobtained at the Paducah District Office of the
13 terstate 20.
15. Amer. Intntl
14
16 Long Beach St.
Higgins was a resident of
Department of Highways prior to the date of the
13 Dallas and a scout with the
17. Tie. 'Assumption
hearing and at the hearing.
13 Houston. Astros baseball team
South Datcta St.
Jack Gray, District Engineer
19. 'Tie. Springfie:d
12 at the time of the accident.
Dent of H4ghways Pad }rah. Ky.
Wittenberg
12
He managed the Red Sox
Eastern New Mexico
j9- 16c
12 from 1955 to 1962.
By STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer

Foramo Named
Navy's New
Football Coach

Hank Greenburg May BeThe
Next Commissioner Of B'ball

ot

HEARING

17.81
11.28
97.82
17.18
14.53
94.42
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Wildcats Face Tennessee
Lou. Central, Racers Edge Pan American;
hi Key SEC Battle Saturday Clark County Dayton Upsets Louisville
Tie For First

Master
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JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
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QUALITY
MERCHANDISE

•

A
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HART SCHAFFNER St MARX and STYLE-MART SUITS.
SPORT COATS and SLACKS.
ALLIGATOR ALIAVEATHEfi COATS.

Ratings

CATALINA & PURITAN SWEATERS
f
oip
P - NATIONALLY KNOWN
510 West Main Street, Murray, Ky„.
7th and Broadway, Mayfield; Ky:
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I Mrs. J. B. Buriceen

Phone 753-1917 or 733-4947

Ot&
Weal*: Vows Solemnized

Sorority Programs
Is Presented By
Larry Cowsert
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TIMES

—
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Suburban Club Has Miss Martha Zan Robbins Becomes Bride
January Meeting Of Robert William Kellar In Beautiful
Ceremony At St. Leo's Catholic Church
held its — a-itiag
Jimmy
on
MOM t en- G. 3.
IR t
nanny ge Weediewn Amens.
Nes Ogee Roberts and Mrs.
Dwane Spencer presented the
lemon ler the month on "Keys
To Appropriate Dress". They
stressed One keys, simplicity,
becooduoises. Ni Whim.They
also gem Is hen Yew and
Seyentagh
The devotion ens eon *
Mrs. Max Farley who rend Met
11:34-35. Each member 111111WOr.
ed the roll call with a lerrent
event. Mrs. Pearly McClure is
a new member.
The February meeting will
be held at the borne of Mrs.
Gene Roberts, 901 Meadowlene,
with Mrs. Bill Threet as mhosteas on February 10 at seven
p.m.

Allbritten Home
SOCIAL CALENIAI Scene
Of Meeting

4Ni

Of Providence Club

Thisradey, Jetwearf Id
l'he New Providence HomeThe Lyna Grove Homemak
as Club will meet at the home makers Club met Tumidity, Janof Mrs. Carroll M. Rogers at uary 14, at the home of Mrs.
one p.111.
Jim Allbritten.
•••
The program on "Caring for
Sigma Sigma Sigma Ahanni the Sick in the Home" was prechigger wth hold its monthly sented by Mrs. Sardinian Milmeeting in the sorority room ler and Mrs. Jimmy Puckettbuilding.
at the PentieJlenic
Mrs. Ronald Bowden maMuir* State, at 7:20 p. n.
ducted the entertainment OWL
•••
refreshments were served by
The Soon Murray Homemak- the hostess...
egg Club will meet at the been
members present were
of Mn. James Witherspoon, 301 Mrs. Don Riley, Mrs. Ronald
m.
p.
South 5th Street, at one
Hamden, Mn. Jim Allbritton,
•••
_ Mrs. George Shoemaker, Mrs.
The Home Department m
jimmy Puckett, Mrs. Mavis Elk.
will
Murray
Woman's Club two ins, Mn. Mardimas Miller, Mn.
meet at die club home at
Terry Housden, Mrs. Fred WUC.
hitte, Mrs. Eunice Bowden,
17 will
"
14
P. ga. Dr'
"Mn, Carter Mathis, and Mrs.
s.
'
the Peet ePtellter' Meet
Tommylavender, K. T. Craw- Billy Joe Engine.
ford, Will Rose, Charlie CrawThe next meeting is schedulford, Clifton Key, B. J. Hoff- ed
for February 11 at the home
man, and Virg* Clark.
of Mrs. George Shoemaker.
•• •

11
0
,
PI
1011
SI
sad

Thorns

The reguiar meeting of Bete
Sines Phi sorority was held
Monday evening at the Cmsamity Peter with Ugh Fred
Gardner. recording _secretary,
presidia( in the absent* of the
president. Mot. Wallace Ford_
Mrs. Gerdoer called the roll
and Mra. Ray Sims gave a treasure?* report
Mrs. Gerry Requarth was in
• ••
charge of the program and pre•••
sented the guest speaker, Ler.
The Business and ProfessionCieweert, a freshmen major.
al Women's Club will have its
big le mak at Murray Man
Bowes Night dinner at the WoDalvereler.
•
man's Club House at 6:30 p. m.
Cansurt presiond a preeptem
The Calloway County High
The Public Rotations committee
te etailnipmd with the theme.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, dean of
composed of bacille Thurman, Chapter of the Future TeachMusic Me Dress sad Dance".
chairman, Betty Vinson, and ers of America held ita regular
the graduate school at Murray
Ile plaited amen stereo alUniversity, shared the
Ella Murray Kee will be in executive council meeting, Monbums seiihseg tbs nommenis State
charge of arrangements.
day, January 13, at three p.m.
highlights of his summer Euroorsamie by semi sail ageism
• ••
Those present were seven ofpean tour with the Rho Chapter
Me mold ommeithel theirTemple H111 Chapter No. 511 ficers, six committee members,
of Alpha Delta Kappa sorority
discared
Isellarth.
Insf. 1111.•
Order of the Eastern Star will and the sponsor, Mrs. Ober.
meeting.
Vtientime Inammt and a at its Armory
bold its regular meeting at the Miller.
Mrs.
Hanneyer,
Viriginis
Mrs.
14,
February
ed Inlay,
Masonic Hall at seven p. m.
The council was reminded to
and Miss Jane Raiwee deckled upon. Also.,• Pol- Effie Kemp,
• ••
turn in the money from candy
for this
lack dinner and card party were ney were the hostesses
Sunny, Joinery le
sales by Rita Farris, president.
dtheemed with details being de- meeting.
The Murray State University Also an announcement was
Min Ruby Simpson was a
cided upon by the social cootI/omen's Society will have des- made that workers are needed
guest at the sorority's DecemEntice.
Pert parties in several homes for the concession stand at the
Hostesses for the evening ber party held at the lovely
el Use members at 2:30 p. m. two bellgames Is February.
were Mrs. Ray Sims sad Km home of Mrs. Agnes McDaniel
have not been contacted,
•
Plans were made for the
with Mrs. Virgil Grogan and
John Mikuicik.
please call Mrs. Jahn Fortin, FTA's next money-making proMKS. ROW WILLIAM ULLA*
Those present were Neil! Mn. Joanna Sykes assisting
eliairmeh, er Mrs. Dale Lemons, ject of selling cookbooks, The
es Willard Ails, John Ihnereek here.
ago. The all white three tiered idepliene chairman.
Martin
Zen
number of cookbooks to be orMiss
meeting
December
the
At
AnGarden;
Fred
John Fritz,
•.
.
dered was decided.
daughter of Mrs. Ilanosad IL wedding cake was at one end of
dy Hard, John Mina, John Ma- Mrs. Clinton Rowlett, vice-preThe menu for the PTA banand the Isle Ir. Rob- -the table and the silver punch Good to Go With
kilt, Larry Overbey, Gene in sident preempted Dr. Gwendolyn Robbins
PARS. RONNIE LAZULI.
of Mornay, because the bowl at the other.
Apple-cranberry wine sauce quet was read to the council by
quarth. Stephen Ross. Roy Gromemik president, with a bins
Serving the cake and punch IS good with meats and poultry. Mrs. Miller and accepted unaniVeva. from the chapter to bride of Robert William Epl
Sims, and John ThresherMiss Lagerna Mizell and Ronnie Flazzell were united in
son of Mr. end Mrs. Sr& were Mrs. H. T. Waldrop, Mrs. Wish, core and dice enough mously as an excellent oile.
will be eppitentiont of the many conmeeting
next
The
marriage on Saturday December Mk at six o'clock in the evening.
grt H. Keller of Barbertoa F. A. Triplett Jr., Miss Cindy unpeeled apples to make 2 cups
held January 27 at 7:30 p.m. tributions she has made to the
The double ring ceremony was performed at the home of
Ohio. in a simple but beautiful Koenen and Miss Judy Hargis. In a saucepan, combine apples
at the Community Center on+ aelebligithig of Rho chapter at
candelight wedding on Satur
the minister. Coleman Crockett.
The bridal couple is now re- with 1 cuo of whole berry cran- GET UP NIGHTS?
Ellis Drive.
Murray State University.
berry sauce. 1 2 cup of red'table SACKACHL
day, November 30, at seven o'- siding in Murray.
'The bride is the only tinughter of Mrs. Gene Rowland of
PAINS, SCANTY FLOW,SMARTclock in the evening at St. Leo's
Farmington Route One and Wayne Barad' if Evansville.
Out of town guests were Mr. wine. 4 teaspoons of prepared LEG
ING may be aature'• worsting of
Catholic Church.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Hassell of Farmand Mrs. IL H. Kellar, Miss hot mustard and 2 teaspoons of fent tioeal kidney diserders--"Daagprepared horseradish Simmer, iir Ahead." increase and regulate MiJean Kellar, Thomas Kellar,
**ton Route One.
with GENTLE BURETS diuretk
Rev, Martin Mattingly, pastor and lames Kellar, all of Bar- uncovered, until apples are ses.
is 4 DAYS ealy 3 tabiets • day) or
Mr. and Mrs David Waldrop were the couple's oaly-ciliad- church, officiated at the berton Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. cooked and s a u ce thickens. pour 44c bock at •ny drug cogent.,
the
of
eats.
T•41
.,
Igellead Onsp
double ring ceremony. The Chester C. Robbins of Indica& Makes 2 cups.
The bride is a senior at Calloway County Moth'Scheel
vows were said in front of the polls, Ind.; Brandon Wages et
where she pas to resume her studies. The ream is WOW
communion table. On either Paris, Tenn.; Miss Pearl Thorp
payee of the Murray Division of the Tappan Ompeay.
side were baskets of white gla- of Mayfield.
dioli and fuji EIMER Other Ca
Rehearsal Dinner
thedral tapers in candelabra
Following the wedding reand the altar candles were light- hearsal the groom's parents ened by Thomas Kellar and Max tertained the wedding party`
Russell.
and families at dinner in the
The These Department of the
A program of nuptial music private dining room of the 110Murray Woman's Club sponsorwas presented by Kim Penning- liday Inn.
ed its annual birthday partly
Covers were laid for the briton, organist, who Waled "PreLast month for the students of
lude" by Bach-Monloff and dal couple, Rev. Martin Mattthe Special Education Class at
"Song of India" by Rievsky- ingly, James Kellar, Miss Maly
Murray Nigh School who had By United Peeirleeenmelemat
Korsakow,
Wagner's
Bridal Robbins, Thomas Kellar, Mai
month,
birthdays that
Li you have Irwin amides
March
the
for
and Russell, Miss Jean Kellar, Mrs.
processional,
only
the
offers you the 11Thinly Pace was
whipped cream hold its Asps
F. A. Triplett, Jr., Mrs. Rayby
Abestraum"
Franz
Liszt
a
•
'West in the chute with
•
for an hour or two. a4dS tablemond H. Robbins, Mr. and Mn.
recessional.
the
year Warranty. plus Quality and Price. Two
birthday that month. He was spoons of unstfted Powdered
Chester C. Robbins, and the
Buren
AbigailVan
By
preempted with a gift and a sugar and one-half teaspoon of
Srida's Dress
hosts, Mr. and Mrs. Robert IL
full years, plus
years pro-rated...
beigliday cake_
vanilla to one-half pInt of
l'he bride was beautiful in Kellar.
DEAR kfiRY A year ago I started seeing a lad)
Mrs. Jobe Leag of the di cream in the mixing bowL
•
•
•
1st Year
No Charge
Sth Yow
floor length gown made
l.•
velvet
psychiatrist about my problems II am a man I I have always
penmen and the taseber. Mea• lance whipping Is easiest when
in late Victorian fashion wi
frid Year
Charge
Inn
1111I
about
talk
to
goutg
Thin Warford. ago • V011e the cream Is between 35 and
am
I
if
and
doctors.
about
had a -thing"
high collar and full :Inv; Lipstick marks, hair dye
3rd Year
_ 437.00
7th Year
lasIalier, served refreshments to 40 degrees Fahrenheit chill
my innermost thoughts. I would feel much more relaxed
She was given In marriage by stains and coffee rings on baththe
chill
Also
mixture.
the
is
Andean
Timmy and other
4th
Year
Robbins,
8th
__
calling her "Emily."
C.
Year
1 11k aa
4
Chester
_1115.1/
counand
alm
ri
floors
walls,
uncle,
room
her
beater if possible, suggests the
en elms.
I asked her last week if I could call her "Emily." and she and wore the wedding vei6Worn tertops surfaced with ceramic
•
•••
Nebraska Extension Service
•
by her sister in her wedding. tile are easily removed with
said no. she wanted me to call her "Doctor." Why?
• • •
carried a Victorian boa- aospless detergent.
She
patient
a
if
said
he
and
psychiatrist,
a
also
is
cousin
My
Hearty new
To make boiled eggs easier
• • •
step"We
Kraut, pore and ipplegance to peel. add 1 tablespoon of salt
wanted to call him "Sander" this rtamel. he wouldn't object. quet of roses, lilies, and
111
To keep as many of the nusomething old she
For
hanotis.
mike a hearty stew. took 1 to the cooking water.
•
because the most important thing is to make the patient feel
wash
don't
possible,
as
trients
engagement ring of
the
wore
• • •
mend of cubed lark ana
comfortable. I think he is right Nil would like your opinion
Pectin' ed
•
her maternal grandmother, and rice before cooking.
cupof chopped onion until
To remove stains from plasON THE COUCH
rice is clean. Use only the wa11
browned in 2 tabloons of tic 01* other cups, nu cups with
for something borrowed her sisabsorb
will
rice
the
ttkat
ter
shortening. A d d 2 table- water and add a couple of taDEAR ON: Yes are ost en year cassia's couch. se deal ters. poet -necklace.
rinse
don't'
and
cooking
during
spoons of flour, 2 cups ofcan- blespoons of liquid bleach Let
Miss Mary Robbins was her rice after cooking.
ask him for profeasionai help. The reason yoe want to call your
ned applesauce. 1/4 cup of chop- stand for a few minutes, then
only attendant. She
• • •
silitrell
darter "Emily" is obviously because you would like to be es a
ped pimiento. 1 teaspoon of salt wash thoroughly.
wore a formal evening skirt of
312 No. 4th
If a runner starts in your
753-5365
the
She
keep
personal
to
mere
preferi
basis
her.
with
and Le teaspoon of liquid red
satin
cut
•
•
•
gold velveteen with a
hose, spray with hair spray.
pepper sauce. Cook 40 minutes
relatieaskip strictly peatessioaal, fee which I dust blame her.
blouse
cream colored Victorian
speextension
State
Penn
over medium heat, stir often.
The "most immolated thieg" is ler yew to have confidence and small bow of velvet. Her
Heat 2L2 cups'Of sauerkraut to cialists say household and
In your ewe therapiekd abide by her wishes.
bouquet was of bronze chrysan- •
Of
be
can
pesticides
garden
home
serving temperature Drain
•
•
themumsused accord- •
kraut and serve pork mixture helpful aids when
ing te directions and precauJames Kellar, brother of the
40 DEAR ABBY: I met this guy about a month ago and we hit
over it. Makes 4 servings.
man. The
Skins on the label.
off right from the start He's good looking, very successful groom, served as best
•
groomsmen were Thomas Kel- •
•his business, and he is great company I flipped for him. So
•
Russell.
ler and Max
nut's my Problem'
Mrs. Robbins, mother of the
He smells like .my et-husband, and this turns me off. I bride, wore a kelly green wool
haven't got the nerve -to tell him to use some other kind of chiffon cocktail with long full
•
•
cologne
atter-shave, but so help me. Abby, when he gets sleeves and crystals at the neck•
close to me. the smell of him brings back so many memories. line and sleeve cuffs. She wort
•
•
both happy and painful, that I am turned off'
a matching hat and shoes and
•
•
carnations
white
of
corsage
Am I crazy' And how can this problem be solved?
a
•
The groom's mother, Mrs.
TURNED OFF
cosa
Kellar, was attired in
•
DEAR TURNED OFF: Yes are be crazy, and year tume of mauve with felt trim
•
•
ALL GIRLS
pimilidaso ea. be easily solved. Boy the gentleman ANOTHER around the neck end dome tin
•
nand (Canape sled after-shave all-ask him I. wear it front of the full length tad :
FALL and WINTER
jest br yourArlin as great as yea say he'Is, yen weal wiled with hand sewed crystals. She
also wore a matching purse
paying thee the ease.
and shoes. A corsage of white
•
•
One Rack
•
•
carnations completed her atDEAR ABBY: May I suggest how "HURT AGAIN" may
tire.
•
help her forgetful husband to "remember" her birthday.
•
The bride's sister, Mrs. F. A.
munversary. and other occasions?
Tiipiatf,' Jr., wore a oecktall
•
•
One Rack
•
•
Put little notes around where he will be sure to see them dress and matching hat of silv•
"Only 10 more shopping days until my birthday," or ''only 5 er gray. Miss Jean Kellar, de 41 One Rack
•
•
more shopping days until our anniversary."
tar of the groom, was dressed
•
•
also base a wonderful husband who has a lot on his mind In a dark blue velvet dress with
•
1
Wang imall hat.
sod "forgets" occasions about %inch I am sentimental but I
•
•
have uscstthis little trick-Ad it works.
NEVER HURT
•
RIKasitlen
•
•
Following the ceremony the
•
BOYS ••
DEAR ABBY I have Just two words to soy to these guests attended the reception
•
RACK
•
switchboard operators who complain about the wives calling held at the Robbins home on
•
their husbands-at work to-talk about nothing "SHUT UP" It North Seventh Street.
•
•
The living room and den
is new of'their business Besides what are they doing listening
•
were decorated with silver
MRS. M F McC
in on personal calls. anyway'
•
bowls of bronze chrysanthe.
•
Everybody has • problem. What's years? Fur • permeal mums. The dining table was
One Table]/
Mee cloth over
One Table
•
reply write le Abby, Sol 69740. bee Aspeles, Cal.. 106911 Ned overlaid'with a
•
•
white and centered with a
sorbet stamped, self-addressed turriope.
flankarrangement
white floral
mos. "KHAKI NIXON apPsrently haunt change4 much from
FOR ABBY'S BOOKIrf• "HOW TO. HAVE A LoVELT ed by candles in lovely candela•
the
Milani
to
left
1960
lb. %nista.reasful campairn of
WEDDING." SEND S1.06 To ABBY. sok fro. Los bra, a wedding gift of the •
twenty-six
mother
years
bride's
First Ladyship nt01, Urea.. a bit lihorter_hail i&gitiv teased.
seem.
'ANGELES. CAL..

Dr. Tesserneer Is
Speaker At Alpha
Delta Kappa Meet
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Has Party Recently
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have Confidence
in Your Doctor
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Color Picture Tubes Cost
Approximately '150.00 up.

Only

L

•
•
•

CURT1S-MATHES

sso.00

Truly Appreciate Your
.
Business'

TV SERVICE CENTER
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FINAL CLEARANCE

•

IAN

THE PLACE

11-USSIE

DRESS COATS
DRESSES & GOATS

•
•
•
•
•

2'0.1 DRESS SALE

•
Buy One Dress ... :
Get Second Dress Free!! :

•
' $5 i
• DRESSES
1/2 ff
DRESSES
$10 i
•i DRESSES
$4
SPORTSWEAR
i
DRESSES
$it
1 3&
/
off
—
SWEATERS - SHIRTS
I JEANS - SPORT COATS
SPORTSWEAR
CAR COATS
3 & 1/2 off

"•-•‘

PANTS & SIIIRTS_ _$2

•

u
•
•

6

:••--

Only$3OO

SLACKS _ _ _ _ _ _$5.00
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Truman attended First Baptist
Church, a brisk 10-minute walk
from the White House. Franklin
D. Roosevelt worshipped at St.
Thomas Episcopal Church, Herbert Hoover went to the Friends
Meeting House, which he helped
to organize.
Lyndon Johnson, however,proved to be a totally unpredictable
churchgoer. Some Sundays he would attend services at the National City Christian Church. But he
was just as Itkely to show up eta
• Roman Catholic, Lutheran or Episcival
_ Churdi.

vay FTA Has
il Meeting

a

ROCKEFELLER IN - - John D.
Rockefeller IV, who has
uncles who are governors of
New York and Arkansas,
takes the oath at secretary
of state in Charleston, W.
Va. He is a Democrat and
the uncles are Republicans.

Pre-Inaugural Service

NIGHTS?

r

1•••••••••moareI

which he performs regularly.
For upwards of an hour, the
chief execytive is sitting, standing or kneeling in the midst
of a large crowd of people who
cannot be screened in advance.
Great Risk
The risk Ls..greatest when a
potential assassin can count on
the President occupying the same pew in the same church at
the same hour each Sunday. It
can be minimized by doing what
Johnson did-creating so much
unchrtainty about his churchgoing that no one ever knew in advance where he might pop up
of a Sunday morning.
Thus Nixon has a stron(practical reason for following LBJ's
example.
If Nixon fails to become identified with any particular Washington church, who'll function as
"the president's pastor"?
The Rev. Dr. Billy Graham is
the most likely candidate for the
role. The noted Baptist Evangelist and the president-elect are
close personal friends of many
years' standing. Official recognition of Graham's pastoral role
may come soon, with the announcement that he has been invited
to deliver the "Protestant prayer" at Nixon's inauguration.
Coffee Flavorings

a Cos*
.00 up.
you

ri.

•

•

•
•
•
•

the I-

ad Price. '
lr-wea

Olaf Anderson and his
bride talk about surviving the Scandinavian airliner crash
into the Pacific off Los Angeles after being rescued and
brought to the city. "We made one raft but it sank," he
said. "I thought I lost my bride, but when I swam to a
second raft, there she was." Anderson is a pilot for the airline and Was honeymooning from Copenhagen.

HONEYMOONERS SURVIVE atASH

•

•
$711.11*
$95.400
$96.66 •
—195.0e 1.

;•
f

NEW YORK (UPI)—Mustard and essence of ambergris
are among the many flavorings
used in coffee Ance it first was
served as a beverage over a
thousand years ago, says the
Pan-American Coffee Bureau.
By the early 16th century, the
Turks were adding spices, such
as cinnamon and cloves during the brewing process, and
ambergris essence at serving
time. Coffee drinkers elsewhere
used such varied flavorings as
sugar candy, honey, Crushed
ginger, vanilla or mustard.
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By TAD ROWADY
extensive collection which inUTTER luxury for just
cludes designs in fabrics from
staying at home, cuddled next
to ;the fireplace watching TV, plain and printed plush terry
to seersuckers, voiles. silky
r for greeting a chilly Spring
fabrics and pique's. colors run
morning, are the new delightthe gamut from pale _moonail robes and culottes made in
an intriguing smoky
stone
'lettering fabrics.
green grey). to vivid tones
The ones shown here were
selected from Royal Robes' b-auch as purple, red and orange.

4
„
4
,411.41•0_46.

A robe collection wouldn't pact, there are a number simibe complete without quilting. lar to the cobra print shown
One group iii Antroa nylon is- here and lovely, dramatic oridone in thirteen colors and ental prints on thick plush
many varied styles. Embroi-- terry, The latter were created
by designer Hanae Mori and
dery is used effectively and
strategically throughout. Be- include one in stark black and
white which says "I love you"
cause prints are enhancing
in Japanese. One of the Royal
and have great fashion jm-

Robes' highlights is a delightful harem pant outfit that is
ultra feminine.
So, you can play the hostess to the hilt if you choose
or just wrap yourself up cozily like a gift package and
stay comfortably and securely
"right to home"

ur
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

In City Papers

CLOSEOUT

ST. LOUIS (UPI1—The initials of Lucille Neely probably
appear more often in' fit. Louis
than those of any other person
—certainly more often than
those of any other suburban
houbewife.
For the 1,ast 26 years Lucille
has been -arm Robert Reim, In
1941, when Reim was a struge
gling artist, he retouched a
icrint of the seal of the City of
St. Louis for the printing firm
where he was then employed.
The seal was to be part 'of the
official stationery of the late
Mayor William Dee Becker.
Reim retouched the seal
with its impressive sidewheeler
riverboat and in the swirling
waters of the Mississippi he
delicately sketched Lel, the initials of his fiancee. A version
of the seal has been used widely on the city's official stationj
ery since. Reim said he noticed
•
the seal recently on a bid proI?
.ACTe
posal and the "LN leaped out
at me from the cony."

S

SASSY, PERKY culotte is done by Royal
Robes in a gold and brown cobra-printed
Arnel triacetate. Wide legs, stand-up collar and cummerbund add chic impact.

SOPHISTICATION PLUS in a back-sip
hostess robe of quilted Antron nylon
that's available in lovely colors. Three
,jewel butteake,add glitter to front closing

OREAT TAILORED CLASSIC is most feminine in Persian
pink, navy and midnight blue cloudLsoft Arnel velour. Coz
and flattering, its double-breasted front closing and sleeve
tabs are jewel-button accented Designed by Royal- Robe&

4

/
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Can Be Fun In Chic Robes And Culottes

Informed sources say that Nixon may attend a special preinaugural service at Marble Collegiate Church on Jan, 19, just
before he leaves for Washington
and his swearing-in.
In reply to questions submitted by UPI, Nixon's press spokesman Ron Ziegler said the
president-elect has not settled
on one Washington's church for
regular attendance.
Ziegler said Nixon feels at
e in a wide variety of Proteetant Churches, "and also onQuaker Since Bari
occasion attends Catholic Cherillalland synagogues."
Rion lea "Birthright Oak.
Mar informants said Nixon
er," which means he Ms bile
WilebeMg urged by the secret
a member of the Religious Socservice to keep his churchgoing
iety of Friends since birth. He
somewhat unpredictable as to
Is still a member in good statime and place.
nding of the East Whittier FriThe grim tact is that going to
• code meeting in his home town
of Whittier, Calif., and intimat- church exposes a president to
es say he plans to retain that greater risk of assassination thaffiliation after he enters the an almost any other public act

&away County High
• the Future Teach*rice held Its regular
council meeting. Montry 13, at three p.m.
resent were seven ofcommittee members,
sponsor, Mrs. Ober*

*Need Drug

TIMES

Private Hours

White House.
But Nixon has never been naa By United Press International rrowly denominational in his churchgoing. In fact, during the
eight years he served as vice
President-elect Ridard M. Nihe rarely atteededQupresident,
xon is likely to be as ecumenical
He =ally went
In his churchgoing as his perip- aker Services.
with his wife and children to
atetic predecessor, Lyndon B.
Metropolitan Memorial MethodJohnson.
ist Church, near the Nixon home
Before LB] came along, it was
In the Spring Valley section of
customary for U.S. presidents to
northwest Washington
have favorite Washington church' When the Nikons moved to
es which they attended more or New
York, they started going to
regularly.
•less
Dr. Norman Vinent Peal's famJohn F. Kennedy liked to go to
ous Marble Collegiate Church
mass at Holy Trinity Church in
on Fifth Avenue. Their close
Georgetown, Washington's oldest
ties to this church were made
Roman Catholic parish. Dwight
evident when daughter Julie thoD . Eisenhower could be seen
se it as the site of her marriage
nearly every Sunday at National
to David Eisenhower.
Presbyterian Church. Harry S.

bombers present were
Dailey, Mn. Ronald
Mrs Jim Allbritton,
ge Shoemaker, Mn.
Auld, Mrs. Mavis Elklereman Miller, Mrs.
den, Mn. Fred WUL Eunice Ileasem,
or 'Sothis, and Mrs.
poen&
t meeting is schetkalruary list the home
Page Shoemaker.

SCANTY FLOW.SMART.
he nature's warning of
[iihwy dloorders—"Daagc reale aad regulate pa.ENTLE BUKETS diuretic
(only 3 tablets • day) or
.ck at any drug counter.

&

By LOUIS CASSELS

L i

nen was reminded to
le money from candy
tita Farris, president.
announcement was
workers are needed
ncesalon stand at the
moes to February.
rere made for t h e
t money-making pro.
Ring cookbooks. The
' cookbooks to be ordecided.
au for the FTA beewed to the council by
r and accepted uneaten excellent ale.

LEDGER

'Nixon Likely To Follow
LIIJ In Church Going

se met Tuesday. Janet the home et Mn.

▪ on "Caring for
Vote
the Home" wee pro.
Mrs. Seem= MuIre. Jimmy Puckett.
meld Hamden tone entertainment and
Ms were served by

THR

Fall & Winter
DRESSES

Pumpkin flakes have been
developed, Kansas State University says, in a dehydration
process that produces a puree
not distinguishable from corninercially ca nned pumpkin.
when put in a pie. YOU Can
buy pumpkin flakes with spices
already added. Just add milk
and pour it into your pie shell.
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SS SALE
ress ..
re.sa Free!!

ALL SALES FINAL
•

NO EXCHANGES OR REFUNDS
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a
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ar.

snowfall looks bleak ieeleed in this Shakopee. Minn., scene
HORSING AROUND in 22-inch
or has been.
the lone hour
indicates
criss-erussing
_ doesn't know where it's going
All that

4

4,

"WHAT'S IN A NAME?" IF a
quotation from Shakespeare,
but net this one., who .04
Frank, shown answering reporters' questions In New
York after being appointed _
chief of the U.S. Information
Shakespeare.
Agency.
vision exec, liras a
a CBS
k•ev
leer to Nixon dining
the cornpaign.

NOW UNDERWAY
hopir
lenunie
Aordan

7
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TILE LII_DGIIR & TIM X

1
Ito

41:
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THE CAPITOL looks nearly reedy for the presidential in- . main photo stand. Just in front of it Is the plattorM where
augural Jan_ 211 The big steelwork in the middle is the
President-elect Richard Nixon will take the oath of office

111111LIN
STANDINGS

1! ,
OLD MEN, WOW!AND Gomm are questIoned by South Korean marines near Hoi An.
South viewers% after a big :See niche was und near their homers
I RrIeriVA040t0)

,u

SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and

Answers

THURSDAY NIGHT MIXED
DOUBLES LIAGUI
W. L
Team Standings:
4 16
Reapers
44 18
SPKren
43 17
Red Birds
37 23
Night Owls
34 26
Pin Busters
27 33
Alley Osts
25% 34%
Berate
24 38
Demons
72% 36%
Rollers
20 40
&
19 41
Night Riders
19 41
Wins
Teses-Series
2120
Red Rirda
----... 1973
Pin Busters
Night Owls _---- _1946
Nish Teem Xmas
743
Red Birds —
733
Red HUAI
687
Night•0,111
• lliegi:21'ississ UAW
619
Delmar Brewer
512
Jim Neale
T. C. Hargrove
..... 571
High Ind. Gems (Men)
336
Delmar Brewer
T. C. Hargrove
225
Jim Neale
let
High Ind. Series Messed
Catherine Shoup
506
Bobbie Garrison
498
Patsy Neale
493
MO Ind. Germ (Women)
Jayne Knight
1911
Catherine Shoup
186
Betty Dixon
Tep "Fishes Aces. ellos)
Jim Neale •
187
Delmar Brewer
181
Lyman Dixon
179
T. C. Hargrove
178
L J. Hendon
173
Noble Knight
173
Tap "Five" Avg.(Women)
Bobbie Garrison
162
Betty Dixon
'
152
Paley Neale
150
Kay Lax
150
Janet Jones ______
149
Judy Patter
149
Beaty Riley
149
— Fred Paul Stella
Sec.-Trees.

The premium rate for the
untary medical insurance
of Medicare will not be
increased this year. It will remain at the regular rate through June 1970.
Most of the over Zi,000 peril WI area now enrolled
gay the relater rate of $4 mon. A few, however, may be
a $4.40 because they enrolled over a year late. Older
people who enroll pay one.half
the premium while the other
half is paid for with ?Weed
gement revenue funds.
Peanut who delay enrollment matt pay an extra 10%
• • •
(over the regular $4 rate) for
each full mrthey could have 'George W. Pipgrass set a
had the m,iral insurance pro- yorld Series record when he
tection but were not enrolled, struck out five times as• memand those who wait three years ber of the New York Yankees
past their- first chance to en- in the 1932 •Series.
WHITE NQUU Of R "Weir stylist Eva Ruinys. on the job
•
•
roll will not be able to get this
at the ChArles of the Ritz shop in New York. confirms that
coverage at all.
she has been approached to move to Washington and be
The 1969 enniliment period
hair stylist for Mrs. Richard NiXon and daughter Tricia in
—from January f through Mara White House beauty salon setup. MIAS Ruinys immigrated
ch 31—will provide . another
from Hamburg. West Germany. a decade ago.
chance to enroll for the people
who missed out eartier.
The 1969 enrollment period
week-long
a
for
are in New York
will be the last chance to enroll
series of ready-to wear- fashion for unenrolled persona born on
!shows. The shows will conclude or before October 1, 1901, and
Friday.
for those who were enrolled
Besides the Western look, the hid dropped out before Janspring mood is one of splashy iferf"1:467. The current encolors, of brazen combinatialla rolhoent period is the last chanof red, white and blue window ce for two out of three of the
check plaids for men's beeimels older persona in the district who
suits, the final demise elihe are not now enrolled.
The 1967 Amendments greatwhite shirt for busineall with
By Cola PAULEY
sharp pinkes, gold tones, *via ly improved the protection proLIPI Women's Editor
florals flashing onto the scene. vided for those who have enrolled in. Medical Insurance. A
-NEW YORK UPI - Men's wear And when you get into informal free leaflet,
explaining the pre.
resort seism
designers are thinking. Western wear, say for (re
or the beaches, there are tic) ho- sent coverage, is available to
Ithese days.
anyone upon request — just
"Elegant cowboy" is the way lds tarred.
write, call, or visit the Social
Oleg
manufacturer
designer Security Office at 112 South
Cassini describes what, he's crTenth Street, Paducah. Tele- MARCH OF DIMES 1969 Poster
eated for the men who want to
phone-443-7321.
Boy, Tracy, and his mother, Mrs.
be with it in fashicsi instead of
Keith Greenwood of Velma,Okla.,
in the drab-esi.
hive a swinging time in a play.
Cassini
The WiSterti los* that
ground near home. The 5-year
does may riot bealleteowisiys weaid lad was born with an open
ar for rodeos and romedtgts on the
spine and is receiving help from
cattle ranch, but all orit is pretty
the March of Dimes. You can
neatly stolen from the bronco.
help the voluntary health orpnibusting set. Trademarks are the
Nihon by giving in January.
skinny-cot trousers like Levi's
the cowboy bands= tie dorm in
splashy, patterned silks, the hats
-a refined version of the cowpoke's turned-brim Stetson. All you
Murray Mobile
need is someone doing the commercial for that "Come to fdarltioHomes
- ro Country" advertisement, and
Hwy. 641 South
newthe
for
message
the
get
. you
Office
Rome
est in male wardrobes.
753-3640
753-3395
elegmost
The cowboy is the
ant dresser today," said Cassini,
who'admitted to a massiveattack--or'Western fever."
NEW SOVIET orbiter is
he will, OnCassini was one of three men's .1•4
Col. Vladimir Shatalov, 41.
wear designers who held forth on swer objertiott• to' his eonpunt of the Soria-4 !Matsstyles and the-directions they're troveraial birth control •eni0%, married and wiLh a son
zoinc in a panel chsciission with (ycilea i. Pope Paul (ells as.'
and daughter. 'becamc an air
visiting fashion reporters whO Sembled cardinals in Rorng:
Ions flyer in 4949. '

•
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PAOZ

Proposal That Feds Share
Tax Money Gains Support

7Ad

.•••••

agUltRAY.

The proposal isai the Federal collections increased 14 percent
the Wall
goversuneat *WO share part of over the previous.year,
Street Journal reported. And exIts vast tax muse with the statperts say the states' money neethrough tired Syments to re.
the lattertr.lbseda1 W0411 ds will continue to rise sharply
the badrieg el the eatioa's In the next few years.
balsam proprieto- One tax-sharing plan, explained to businessmen in the Federrs, a poll shows.
ation poll, would give I percent
Support for the concept of Fedof the total taxable income reporeral-state tax sharing by 61 perted on Federal individual income
cent of the business owners seetax returns to the states the firaverage
that
the
ms to indicate
st year, 1-'/2 percent the second
U. S. businessman Is more sympathetic to the states' financial year, and 2 percent thereafter.
This formula-would provide aboproblems than those of the Fedut $3 billion to the states initiaeral government, in the opinion
lly (taxable income on 1966 reof the National Federation of
Independent Business, which took turns was 285 billion) and more
than 6 billion by the third year.
the poll
It may also be a plea for an Being based on personal inalternative to the alarming in- come, rather than Federal tax
receipts, this plan would percrease in new state taxes.
Nationally, 33 percent of the mit Federal tax cuts without
businessmen polled by the Fed- affecting state money.
eration oppose the plan to div- This plan has been urged by
ide some Federal revenue amo- Senator Jacob Javits of New Yong the states. Six percent are rk, who would divide most of the
annual state fund on a population
undecided.
In Kentucky, 62 percent favor basis, but split 15 percent of it
tax-sharing , 35 percent dissent among those states with lowerand 3 percent have no firm opin- than-average per capita income.
Previous Federation votes on
ion.
Supporters of the tax sharing various Federal revenue sharing
Idea, first proposed in Congress plans have shown the proprietors
a couple of years ago and advoc- favor the principle as long as the
ated by the Nixon study group, Payments are Simon-pure, with
believe it would not only solve no strings attached, and with use
the states' growing fiscal dilem- of the funds not dictated by Washna but would also remove some ington.
programs from Washington control and bring administration closer to the people.
The Federal government is
distributing more than 15 billion
dollars a year in Federal assistance to states and cities in such
cooperative programs as highway cionstruction, welfare and
urban renewal. This amount more than doubled during the Johnson administration.
When the Federal government
contributes its money to states
in this manner it maintaines control over the program, a sore
point with many critics of Federal red tape and inefficiency.
The proposed Federal-state tax sharing would be on a "no strings attached" basis, permitting
the states to use the money as
they see fit.
The Federal government has
a dominant positiori in taxation,
with collections of 148 billion
in fiscal 1968 compared to 38
billion for the states, collectivKenneth
FAILURE
ely, according to one estimate. HIJACK
McPeek of Orchard Lake,
However, at least 24 states
Mich., is taken into the fedincreased various levies - exeral building in Miami, Fla.,
cise tax, personal and corporatfor arraignment in the ation income taxes, sales and use
tempted hijacking of a Delta
taxes, and tales on gasoline and
Air Lines, plane to Havana.
diesel fuel, cigarettes and alcohA stewardess foiled him.
olic beverages - in 1968. State
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A mon of the Scandinavian airliner that cradled into the
Pacific off Loa Angeles With 45 persons aboard is examined
after being- brouiiht ashore to Loa Angeles.
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Murray Livestock VEALERS: Choice 300-500 Lb.
$23.00-25.00, Mixed Good
%Ace Report ,4calves
and Choice $111.00-23.00. Choice

Se/10m*

Mani,

INDUP

POR SALE

-OF
= TONKIN

POE EMIT

THURSDAY - JANUARY 18, 1969

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Highway, Louisville, Kentucky,
40216.
3-18-C
NEED OFFICE SPACE, ground
WANTED TO SLIT
level, two rooms connecting.
Call Skip Neale, Louisville, of- WANTED: Three or four-bedfice phone 447-9643, residence room house, in town or near
989-9407 or write 4017 Dixie edge. Economical but sound
buy, frame. Call 753-8051. J-17-P

REAL ESTATE POR SALO

WANTED

180-250 lb. veleta $37.00-39.50,
Few High Choice and Prime
142.00, Mixed Good and Choice
135.50.37.00, Good 133.50-35.00,
Standard 330.00-33.50.
FEEDERS: STEERS: Choice
550-750 lb. $24.00.26.75, Mixed
Good and Choice $22.00-24.00,
Good $20.00-22.00, Standard
118.50-20.00. Choice 300-500 lb
$27.00-22.50, Mixed Good and
Choice 135_00-27.00, Good $22.50.25.00, Standard 930.00-22.50.
HEIFERS: Choice 500-700 lb.

MURRAY, Ky. - Tuft., ion.
14, 1989, Murray Livestock Auction.
CATTLE: 355; CALVES: 55;
All represented classes steady
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
315.00-18.00, Few High Yielding
$19.50, Cutter 313.00-15.00, Canner 312.00-13.00.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
to Good over 1200 lb $20.5023.00, Cutter 318.00.20.50.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND

OLIVER MI Tractor and 12 foot 3-BEDROOM brick, south 13th ONE three-bedroom brick with
thee, plow sad trailer, $260.03. Street near Sycamore. Avail- carport, central heat and air,
ITC able January 21. Phone 492- storm windows and doors, with
Plade•48114844.
3-16-P sewer and water, blacktop
EZT3.
STANDARD STAPLES. Stock
street. ,Price $15,750.00.
THREE-BEDROOM house, one ONE three-bedroom brick, cennow! Roper $1.10 for a box
5000; price now dashed to only and one-half baths. Bulk-in kit- tral heat and air, with water
IN cents during month of Jam chen. Ready for occupancy and sewer, blacktop street.
er
March 1. Phone Skip Neale, Lou- Price $15,000.00.
may. Help us ciegisof
Wilke, office 447-9843, home ONE three-bedroom brick, exdock. At your
91114407, or write 4017 Dixie tra large den, built-in range and
Store, the Ledger & Timm
3-115-NC Highway, Louisville, Ky. 40216. oven,
wall-to-wall carpeting
3-16-C throughout, central heat and
1987 MONARCH 1W a 58° traIlair-conditioning, two full cerer with wall-to-wall carpeting TWO - BEDROOM apartments
baths. Priced $21,500.
ttwoughout furnished all el
available Jan 15-Feb. 1st. Stove amic tile
•
LOTS
and air-conditioner furnished,
tric. See at lot 26, Shady
3drapes, ceramic tile bath. Call BUILDING LOTS of all sizes, •
Trailer Park.
and sewer, curb and
753.7457. On comer of Henry with water
•
12' a 80' EMBASSY
3-20-C gutter, in southwest Murray. •
and Sunny lane.
•
small
No down payment, only
Home, '67 Model.
•
TWO-BEDROOM house on south monthly payments.
room, all-electric, birch
•
ing throughout. Phone 753-5.140, 10th Street. Electric heat, nice FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate
ITNC cabinet and closet space. Refer- needs call or see: Freeman
or Puryear 247-3949.
ences required. Phone 753-6210. Johnson, Realtor, Southside •
RUGS a Eight? Company cam
3-16-P Shopping Center, Murray, Kenwith
right
them
Clean
lag?
tucky, Phone 753-2791. 3-17-C •
•
Elec'trailer.
shamONEREDROOM
Blue Lustre Rent electric
LOCATION-Yes this
IDEAL
Call
tric heat $40 per moMk.
pooer $1. Tidwell's Paint
3-18-C three-bedroom brick house is
489-3623.
Ideally located near MSU, ele'turn soft and bright as new. ONE THREE-BEDROOM trailer mentary schools, shopping cenThat's what cleaning rugs will with 1% baths, 10' a 56'. One ter and chgrches. It also has a
- do when you use Blue Lu.stre! 10 foot wide two-bedroom trail- dining moth, den, living room'
Rent electric shampooer $1 er. Couples preferred. Phone with fireplace, two baths, is
3-1
753-2930 before 5:00 p. m. or carpeted, and has a full baseWestern Auto Store.
753-7918 after 5:00 p. m. Dill's ment. It's priced to sell as ownFARMALL TRACTOR, plow, Trailer Cowl, New Concord
ers are leaving town.
1
&se, and cultivator. One 2-ton Road.
INCOME & HOME - This two
truck, 2 mules and 2 year old
acres of land has a real good
filly. One ,new bush-hog. 17 ROOMS NEAR University for
clean-up shop ,which is leased
bead of cattle. See Joe Under- boys. Private entrance, air-con
be.
3.18-C ditioned. Phone 753-4828. 3-21-C for $125 per Month. It also
wood, Route 3.
a lovely three-bedroom brick
REGISTERED collies. Phone THREE-BROOM brick eight house which has a den, living
3-16-C mem from Murray on paved room, carport, carpeting, nice
759-1407 or 753-7542.
Rings
rood. ftrUgly humidied. OW fireplace and is located Just
a RACING SLICKS. Phone NM- 75346116 or man&
3-18-P outside the city limits. It's a
Green Salad
3-16-C
"' 1497 or 753-7542.
bargain.
Potato
Baked
r
HELP WANTED
o'
BEAUTIFUL - That's the beer
PIANO AND ORGAN Sale
this four bed" Rolls and Butter
•. 0
Bring your truck or troika-. MAC as ANN'S Truck Stop Cafe word to describe
first class
Fantastic Bargains-Your com- wants waitress and cook. Phone room tri-level. It is
3-18-C In every respect. Has two full
plete Musk Store, across from 4918147 or 402-8700.
ceramic baths, large den, utility
a
Post Office, Paris, Tenn. Tom
kit3-16-C WANTED: Mature woman to room, living room, large
Lonardo Piano Co.
dean weekly some ironing. chen with built-in appliances
2-ROW FORD corn 41111. Phone Good pay. Phone 753-8719 af- carport with outside storage
.1-18-C room, and a lovely deck on the
3-16-P ter 5:00 p. m.
492-8729 after 5.
upper level which opens into
111 YOUNG RABBITS. Wké Schro WANTED AT ONCE, man for master bedroom. For true lux3-17-P full time general store work. ury this is it.
ader Phone 753-5472.
I'LL BET YOU NEVER REALLY
Must be sober, dependable and
TWO BEAUTIFUL and affec- willing to work. Good wages, TAPPAN. APPLIANCES-TapFLEMING!
SKATE'
tionate male Monies. kittens. paid vacations, chance of ad- pan range and dishwasher are
IN
ALL
(4)A6
IT
BET
I'LL
kitchen
the
this
in
of
built
Shots
point.
Entre point and seal
vancement. Answer giving 3 re- lovely three-bedroom brick. It
IMAGINATION!
'?OUR
and wormed. Mrs. Seale, 514 ferences to F. 0. Box 32-M,
3-18-C do Ledger & Times. Murray, has central heat and air, carBroad, 753-7770.
peting utility room, and nip
157.
living area. 'the lot is larger
TRUCK LOAD SALO
TWO ROLLS 100 per cent ny- WHITE LADY to help with than usual and it's priced less
plle carpet, $1.99 sq. yard housework each Thursday morn- than $20,000.
It lads; other 100 per ing. Must furnish own trans- SPACIOUS LIVING area-This
cent nylon pile carpet $2.99 sq. portation. Phone 753-1836 af- three-bedroom brick has an enermous living room plus a large
yard while it lasts; famous Du- ter 4:00 p. m.
••• ON
mow.
family room. It also has two
pont 501, meets or exceeds
bedmaster
the
off
MONEY
one
baths,
WORRIES
.FHA 0.96 sq. yard; indoor-outdoor $3.95 sq. yard; tight we- Clear up those blues by spend- room, a utility room, and carave 100 per cent nykm pile, lag a few hours daily serving port with outside storage house.
heavy duty rubber back, $3.93 at AVON territory. Write: Mrs. This one is within walking dissq. yard; NI per cent Acrikic Evelyn L Brown, Avon Me., tance of MSU and Robertson
20 per cent mold scribe pile Mit. 440, Shady Grove Rood, grade school.
J1JST L/STED - Extra nice 3$3.96 will. its lasts; W a 12' Marion, Ky. 42084.
WOW, THIS IS THE HIGHEST
H-J-17-C bedroom brick on Wiswell Road
100 • per cent nylon pile rugs
I EVER GOT
MARK
at end of Doran Road. Has cen(band edges) $24.96 each; 100
SHOW
MUST
I
per cent polyester, lute back, WAITRESS. Apply in person tral Electric heat, PO baths,
between 3 and 4 p. m. Tom's Carpet, Large Family room,
$3.96 sq. yard; heavy 100 per
OFF
IT
cent Polyester pile (shag) Pizza Palace, North lith Ext Utility, carport, lot 95' x 100',
SCHOOL
3-18-C $19,750.
$3.95. Big Stock. Low Prices.
LISTED
J1JST
-A
dim
ALSO
Paschall Discount House (where WANTED, baby sitter in my
Ii
Hi! NOSS
you always save money), Ha- home 5 days a week beginning 2-bedroom frame house on 641
Un
Highway
south,
approximately
zei, Ky., phone 4924733.
OROS
February 3. Phone 753-8002.
3-18-P
3-164) 3% miles south of Murray, has
lot
heat,
electric
%acre, 30500.
WEANING SIZE pip. Call LarWANTED TO SELL--ROBERTS
ry Wisehart 753-8875.
3-18-P
REALTY needs several listings
NOTICE
as the spring selling season Is
BABY BED and RCA portable
Just around the corner. If you
TV. Phone 753-3895.
3-18-C NEWLY OPEN= In Murray, a are interested in buying or sellstudio specialkting in weddinEll
PIGS FOR SALE. $12.50 each. and fine penman's. Fer ep- ing real estate call Hoyt or Ray
Phone 436-2350.
3-18-C pointment call TUNS'S STUDIO, at Roberts Realty. Phone 75$1851 or come by our office at
1957 CHEVROLET, 4-door. In US Smith MIL 7861I87.
505 Main Street. Real Estate is
Dgood shape $300.00, also one
our only business.
year old Coldepot Refrigerator
3-17-C
$50.00. Call 753-4482 before
FAMILY SHOE Store. 510 Main. BY OWNER: &bedroom brick
Inumminii
10:45 a. m. or after 9:00 p. m
I'LL COVER
Your boot headquarters for home. Dining room, family
MVOS
3-18-C
HIM
YOU
WHILE
men and boys. Exclusive deal- room, GE kitchen, including disHIM
KNOCK
ers for these nationally adver- posal and dishwasher. Large lot,
UNCONSCIOUS! Alfil
AUTOMOBILES POR SALE
Used brands, Acmi, Red Wing, fenced back yard. Upper twenBE SURE TO TAKE 11:0301
Dingo.,
Hawkey.,
Wellington,
1963 CHEVROLET 327 straight Tams and Diamond brands, in ties. Call for appointment to see
HIS CLOTHING
shift, 2-door hardtop. Extra dress, casual and west boots after 5:00 p. se. and weekends,
753-3123.
TFC
435Phone
nice, one owner.
.H1M
TFC
3-18-C
4342.
QUARTER SECTION fine fertile row crop land. Fronts %.
1961 DODGE Lancer station waELECTROLUX SAIES & lor- mile on paved highway 7 miles
gon, 975.00. Phone 492-8603.
MSC wIre, Sas 313 *arm Ky. C. south of Farmingtons Kentucky
11. Sesidavs. Phone 511931711.
J. C. Harris, Real
Feb.-13-NC Call or write
1961 FORD, full power with Lynnville, Ky.
tor, Mayfield, Ky 247-1223.
Sell
airconditioning.
factory
3-16-C
reasonable. Phone 753-2488.
LADIES! Brands you know at
1INC
THE STRIPE SHOP OM South JUST COMPLETED; 4-bedroom
2 bathe, in-level. Plenty of clos1987 PONTIAC Tempest. Good 4th. Slacks, sweaters, tons, ets. Carpet, fireplace, dining
condithes. 4 new tires. Phone skirts. Low discount prices!
Feb.-18-C room, central heat and air-con3-18C
753-4115.
ditioning. Phone 753-3903. 3-18-C

CROSSWORD

SPECIAL
STEAK
NIGHT

NOON

IS KILL
U MINH
31661.01-Er
DICADIES

ACROSS

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
3 Pit 'Tit TO P.M.

• Char-Broiled Kansas City

STEAK
"STRIP
•
: 8°--Onion
Tossed

•
•
.•

$2.25

•
•
•
•
- 41

1-Church bench
4•Transactions
9-Man's
nickname
12.0evoured
13-Consumed
14-Period of time
15-Goes by water
17-Clothesmakers
19-Musical
instrument
21-Resort
22-Commanded
25.Sting
29•Artific ial
language
30-Hsaverily bodies
32 Solo
33-Artificial
language
35-Scoff
37-Slender finial
31181acteriologis,'s
wire
40-Satiates
42-Spenish
article
•
43-Part of facit (pl.)
45-Waves
41-Permit
•• 49-Hard-shelled
fruit (pt.)
SO-Dinner course
54-Checks
_ 57-Mature
_ 58-Ituie
110-tIthiprisy
61-Cut
62-Sows
63-Man's name

•

J18C

•
•
•
•,

12
15

mom

moan
ammo paw wm
mn woonnme SU

OHNOMO UM10000
GIOPRO 00 003

woria War a
spiny giii)

50-Obstruct
51-The self
52 Stitch
53-Cravat
55-Prefix: new
56-Crafty
59-Symbol Inc
gadolinium

36-Come•bedt
39.Lampreys

41-Location
44-Prophets
46-Dogwood
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by Charles M. Schulz
I'LL BET ofNEVER SKATED
(01114 5ONJA HENIE, EIMER!

I SAW BOBBY NULL
-k_ON TV ONCE!
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Bug-eyed
INDEPENDENCE, Mo. 1 UPI 1
-Most homes have bedrooms,
family rooms and dining rooms.
but not many have a "bug
room." One house that does is
the home of Robert Miller, 18
It contains 13,000 insects. But
they don't bite, sting or infect.

PUZZLE

NI 3

Peanuts*

PEe6cr

$22.50-25.00, Mixed Good and
Choice $221.00-22 50, Good $19 00-20.50, Standard 317.50-19.00
Choice 300-500 lb. $24.00.35.00,
Nixed Good and Choice $21.50211.00, Good 319,50-21.50, Standard 318.00-19.50.

4-Sandy wastes
5-Babylonian
deity
6-Unit of Siamese
currency
7-Meadows
8-Cuts
9-Sign of rodiac
10-11e mistaken
11-Existed
16-Dregs
18-Tibetan priest
20-College officials
22-Constellation
23-Cowboy
competition
24-Vision
26-Exist
27-Mature
28-Cawdal
appendages
31-Surgical thread
I
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THE CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
of

TWO-STORY remodeled house
on corner lot in Hazel Electric
best and fireplaces. Phone 492,
.1-18-C
8896.

C-CAN'T BEAR
• L-LOOK - -

DR. R. L. WUEST
Located at 201 S. 5th Street
Announces the Following
CHANGE IN OFFICE HOURS:
9-12
Mon. - Wed.
9-12, 1-5, 6-8:30
Tues.-Thurs.
.9-12, 1-4
Saturday
Regular house calls will be made on Tuesday
as Sunday
Gad l'hursdp,y evenings, an well
arternoons.
753-7828
Telephone: Office
753-7112
Residence
j17c

FIBERGLASS blown Insulation.
Put in correctly. For homes or
commercial
buildings. Telephone 7532853 for information.
3-18-C

TANK pumping. Rex
Camp, Murray 753-5033. 3-21-C

•

by Al Capp
THAR GO THAT CHUBBY
WHAT
1
LLL RASCAL
DN'T HIT TH'

-

SH-BIRD-SMACK
INITO
SOTTOMLE.SS
CANIVON!!

Va.

any type work, day
or night, full or part time. Varied experience. Phone Marvin
3-16-C
Brunick 753-3257.
WANTED,

SEPTIC
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Regional Comprehensive Health
aiming Council Is Formed
For Eight County Purchase Area

Psexpct
are quite different
in pi
Philo-100YHere are some comparisons betimes the two.
Jesse Christ — You have heard
that it was said, 'Love your ftiends, bate your enemies.' But
now I tell you: Love your enemies . . .
Chairman Mao — We must
despise the enemy . . but take
him seriously.

CALLO1NAY COUNTY 1414144 SCHOOL FULA HELPS
FIRE TRUCK DRIVE — Remus Send Chief Edwind base
imps, left, accepts a $100 desistissi from FULA Peaddlane
Artie Hanelisis. MLA nessisbent reb.d the measly far
deriatiew through Its annual candy sales. The meney
ge
toward the pert-hoe of a $14,31811 five Week to serve nivel
Calloway Ceenty.

NAVY SAYS .• •
(Continuied From Page 1)

curtailed.
After a study of
the area's present program and
its projected health needs, the
25-member board will make reeentinendations to the State
Health
Planning Commission
beaded by Governor Louie B.
Nunn.
A major change in the way
federal money for health purposes is appropriated to the
states is contemplated. "Block"

Jesus Christ — Will a man
gain anything if he wins the
whole world but loses his life?
Of course not: there is nothing
a man can give to regain his
life.
Chairman Mao — War is the
highest form of struggle for reseising contradictions . .. Every
Communist must grasp the
truth. "Political power grows
out of the barrel of a gun."

Jesus Christ — You are the
toes who make yourselves look
right in men's sight, but God
• ••
knows your hearts. For what
(Continued Freon Past
men think is of great value is
he
nothing in God's sight.
ed ships aedted
Chairman Mao — It is man's
space. m'SM- ISM 111.d1111•1
being that determines his
men from one to sweber.
g. Once the correct ideas
Television omegas alkeed
ristic of the advanced
both Soma 4 and Soria Saki
are grasped by the massed the linkup to jubtimi.
these ideas turn into a matsian space scientists below.
force which changes sacNationwide audieseee_mw the
and changes the eroNd.
Obitaileges within 70 anisstas it
de were •
Christ — You like to have
. Segiet scientists said every.
from one another, but
tlibtareat an planned as Ow
do not try to win praise
him Mew his craft into the
the only God, then, can
kinkier with Soya: 5 in a midbelieve?
aftensoon docking over the SoChairman Mao — The people.
viet Union. Within 70 min
d the people alone, are the
the videotapes !bathed across
otive force in the making of
Soviet TV screens.
-Everything is splendid." She world history.

isoner s illt

return with the other burn vietints being Orbited back to the
Texas tnisisehmt center.
The Navy did not reveal es
immediate pis= for the Enter- dells. the wades sky soscleee
- flowered airmail carrier.
-Adm. Jobe 3.Hyland, amPacific Fieet.
d..,at
debessie
oisik* had wit
et-4km tie welter mewing
emerld be repaired fed
adhesta of how
Birk
Aoki'
-0
Hods et the devastation was
sirise-ssoisisan imsers
Idiot Mem .181 flows were
eleissfsd. seettersd ever the
sit section of the Might deck in
J.1 hunks. Hoke of two talov told the three men in
and three dories deaf were Soyua 5 on contact. He covered
the final 100 yards in 4$ mintbe deck.
ripfed
utes. "I got straight into the
socket- where I had aimed," he
Plenty* Peddlers
said.
MANILA + UPI• — There are
0 20.000 market vendors in the From Soy= 5 came the reply: "We are levelling now. The
Phitippine capital which has a
handshakes started. Now you
total population of 2.5
can come over and see us. You
are welcome."
- The reply virtually confirmed western predictions one of
the cosmonauts would change
ships in an unprecedented space
transfer. Tess said only that the
cosmonauts were continuing
their planned program.
Two pairs of American Gemsolesseada rendezvoused in
apses he MISS but did not link
up. Tees mid the Soviet docking today was completed at
11:20 p.m. Moscow time 3:20
am. EST.
'The world's first experimental space station is on an orbit
around the earth." Pass said.
'The manual link-up of the
essenees --'Under considerable piloted Soyuz 4 and Soy= 5
pressure since the Israeli
has been effected."
iernmando raid on Beirut
Shefttlev was in his 34th orAirport, Premier Abdullah
becoming the Soviets'
Tafi of Lebanon talks to 11Mh Nees traveler Tuesday.
_ams-sinen at Beirut after teaGering his government's-1Si: ememoses wkso, were an
`leviation to President Charles
lOth trip around the
(Radiophoto, gibe Taos said.
' lielou.

WM
at I
ahe
hair
a"

Jesus Christ — You have heard
that it was said, 'An eye for an
eye, and a tooth for a `tooth.'
But now I tell you: Do not- take
revenge on someone who doss
you wrong If anyone slaps you
on the right cheek, let him slap
your left cheek, too.
Chairman Mao — We should
sup
oppp
oort whatever the enemy
ses and oppose whatever
the enemy supports.

CHARLES BAUGH
Initial steps have been taken
to provide comprehensive health
planning on a regional basis for
the eight-county Jackson Purchase area of Ballard, Calloway,
Carlisle, Fultcm, Graves,.Hickman, Marshall and McCracken.
Formation of a 25-member council has been completed and ar.
debit of incorporation are being
prepared to give the council le
gal status.
id.”11eld
insurance
ma n
Charles
Baugh
was mined
Monday night as chairman of
the regional counciL Also elected were Pal Howard, Marshall
Count) judge, as vice-chairman,
and Miss Ruth Cole, Murray Stale
University director of nursing,
as secretary-treasurei.
Membership of the council has
been approved by the State Health
Plassiog Commission aoi ITIZt
e
rewerseeks at state and f
regulatiens governing the makeup
of such advisory boards throughout Kennel:F. Comprehensive
iealth Plemnag. was provided
for by- the Ellighty-Ninth Congress
In Public Law S9-749 which has
gained wide support from all
major health, medical and lay
groups cleating with health services and facilities.
The regional group will be
respaissIble for selecting priorities end causing programs to be
bidated. expended, or perhaps

Jesus Christ — I am the reel
vine, and my Father is the gar.
dener. He breaks off every
breach in me that does not beer
fruit, so that it will be clean
N
and bear more fruit . .
you remain in me. and my
words remain in you, then yeti
will ast for anything you wish,
and you shall have it.
Chairman Mao — Where do
correct ideas come from' Do
they drop from the skies' No.
Are they innate in the mind?
No. They come from social practice, and from it alone; they
come from three kinds of social practice, the struggle ter
production, the class end&
and scientifie experissOIL-

tar R. Johnson, Mrs. Marie Davis, John Oehlschlaegari James
V. Dorsett and the Rev. W. G.
Harvey, McCracken.
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Lawton Wheatley
Dies At Mayfield

The lOrkstry School Cheerieaders were named tare'
Lawton Wheatley of Mayfield,
brother of Mn. Robert Holland, miles the trophy for the best cheerleaders at the Calloway 6
Events
Cowes Junior Basketball tournament by • team of Murree
grants will be made to major state Jr., of Murray, died Wednesday
Web University physical education majors whose Identity
health agencies instead of tir old at 1:45'a, m. at the Fuller Gildi be
system of categorical grants, /1J= Hospital there. He was 68 was net revealed.
Plctuned left to Heise are Sherry Pierce, daughter of
dent '
thus allowing greater discretion yews of age.
as Sec]
at the state and local levels
Survivors are three sisters, Mr. and Mn, Frelon Pierce, Teresa Joseph, daughter of Mr.
he is
regarding hoe federal health Mrs. Holland, Murray, Mrs. Al- and Mrs. Willie W. Joseph, Emily Roes, daughter of 'Joe A.
funds will be spent.
Rees and the late Mrs. Ross, Sabrina Tucker, daughter of Mr.
before
fred Lindsey, Sr., and blies
Control of the regional ad- Ruby Wheatley
and Mrs. Douglas Tucker, Gayle Broach, daughter of Mr. and
the in
of Mayfield; one
visory boards will lay with health
brother, James
Wheately of Mrs. Ray Broach, and Darlene Oliver, daughter of Mr. and
consumers as opposed to health
Mrs. Max Oliver.
Nardh
Mayfield.
providers. Membership of the
gem
Funend services were held toPurchase Area Regional Comothers
prehensive Health Planning Coun- day at 1 p. m. at the chapel of
long
ell includes I3 consumers and the Byrn Funeral Home, MayHospital Report
yodrse
12 providers. Providers on the field, with Rev. Thomas Wright
council represent all segments officiating.
uage I
Census — Adults .... 111
of arm health and medical divdeaf c
Pallbearers were Wallace Biisions, including doctors, den- shop, Walter
Census — Nursery ...„ 8
Funeral services for Mrs. Hilends,
Apperson, Lewis
tists, nurses and pharmacists.
sit on
*Calhoun, Harry Kemp, Alvin admissions, January 14, 1%11 da Ross Geurin will be held
Consumers on the regional
Donald Shelton, Hale's Tel. Friday at 11 a. in. at the PaleCook, and Rupert Sanders. Burwhich
board were selected an the baCrt.,
Murray;
Miss
Nancy
Berstine _Unit;ed Methodist Church
sis of their occupation and in- ial was in .the Highland Park
ry, Hester Hall Box 4204 MSU, with Rev. A. M. Thomas and
terest in health related fields, Cemetery, Maield.
Murray; Mrs. Obera Brittain. Rev. Thomas Bullock officiatCall
Ateurel
as well as for meeting reRoute 3, Murray; Arvis Thorn, ing.
ha
sifo
si
quirements calling for certain
calw ho
Route 1, Ahno; Miss Reba HenPallbearers will be James
representatives of county govMarket Report
son, Box 14, Dexter; Miss Karen Hugh Burkeen. Roy Roes, Low--ernment, city government and
school administration.
Schiel
Federal State Market Ne w s Sarten, 703 Earl Cit., Murray; ell Jones, Ted Lash, Alton RidEach of the eight counties is
poets
Service 1-16-69 Kentucky Pur- Mrs. Lola Cothran and baby dle, Joe Cunningham, Huron
represented
by at least two
bay, 1616 Hamilton,- Murray; Elkins, and James Hoes. Burial
ng
:
nsh
see
tpnari
council members. Ballard, Car- chase Area Hog Market Report Mrs. Delta Green, 209 Maple
will be in the Palestine Cemehaviol
lisle, Hickman and Fulton coun- Includm 9 Buying Stations.
Street
Churchill
Apts.,
Murray;
tery with the arrangements by
ties each have twomembers;Cal- Receipts 1120 Head, Barrows
loway, Graves and Marshall coun- and Gilts 504. Higher; Sows, Mrs. Candice Jenkins and baby the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
girl,
Route
1,
Murray;
Jamet Home where friends may call
ties each have four members, Steady to 25e Higher.
and McCracken County represen- US 2-3 190-240 lbs $19.71208(); Chambers, Route 6, Murray;
Mrs. Geurin, age 54, died
Th.,
tation on the regional board totals US 2-4 200-240 lbs $19.50-20.00; Mrs. Polly Keys, 1322 Main St., Monday at the Henry Ford Hosfive members.
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $18.75-19.50; Murray; Melvin White, Route 3, pital, Detroit, Mich. She is surMute
Serving with Baugh. Jute How- US 3-4 250-280 lbs
$18.00-18.75; Hazel; Mrs. Vernie Wyatt, Rt. vived by her husband, Burns
and Miss Cole Ire Dr. J.
1, Kirksey; Mrs. Bessie Hudson, Geurin, mother, Mrs. Hardin
, Hurd, Jr., and W. L. Sha- SOWS:
Route
Hazel.
Ross, two daughters, Mrs. ThoOn U
chliiii;13afiarth fifth Graves and US 1-2 270-350 1b6 514.7546.00;
mas Pruett and Mrs. Keir Campoi
ti
As
Whhoul
r)eialf,
Russell Jackson, Carlisle; Erl US 1-3 300-400 Ms 114 00-14.75;
Dignities
Is
bell;
two
brothers,
PM
and
RoSensing and Dr.
Robert M. US 2-3 400-600 lbs 51300-14.00.
Gerald
Rieherson,
Route
3,
bert
Ross; four grandchildren.
Jackson, Iticlunan; Fred &cites
Shall
Murray; Eric Bachman, Box
and Dr. Glynn F. Bushart, MilFREE PERSIAN CAT
rota
ton; Dr. Clem F.-- lkirnett, Jr.,
MSU,
Mrs.
Francis
439
Murray;
David West and Walter ApperBrewer, Route 4, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary Barnhill and baby
son, Graves; Dr. C. C. Lowry,
Free! One blonde persian Master Jeff Garrott, 1128 Cir- girl, Route 3. Indian Mound, & •
R. L. Cooper and Fred Schultz, cat. One year old, house bro- carama Drive, Murray; -Hiram Tenn.; Bascom Wilkerson, 615
The
viil
poit.#1
Calloway; Dr. Joe Miller, Ar- ken. Will make an excellent
Ellis Drive, Murray; Mrs. Pearl
It tel
thur Komori:maid and Mrs. J. pet. Anyone may hsvcdt by Smith, Route 2, Kirksey;
Cherry, Route 1, Murray; Novil
How
Mary, Parker. Box 382. Murray;
T. Haltom. Marshall; Dr. We!calling 753-1394.
Penderirrass. Route 1, Murray.
How

Funeral Friday
For Mn. Geurin
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For -the Resort Scene
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Jesus Christ — If you love only the people who love you,
why should you expect a bless.
. Love your enemies
and do good to them, lend and
expect nothing back.
Outruns' Mao — Reading is
learning, but applying is also
learning and the more important kind of learning at that
Our chief method is to learn
warfare through warfare.

Than
few I
think

11

'.—HOW YOU KNOW

ISRAEL ORDERS TOWN EVACUATED -Egyptian refugee'families in trucks arrive at KI Arish on the Sinai Peninsula from
El Kantara on the banks of the Suez Canal as the Israeli
government orders. total evacuation of El Kantara. NA•hich
-nee been damaged heavily during Israeli-Egyptian artillery
(Radiophoto)
battles

by United Pews international
William and Mary College at
Williamsburg. Va.. was founded
by James Blair and chartered
in 1693 by King William and
Queen Mary.
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Heart y every geographical
area of Texas is economically
stimulated by gas and otl production.
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THE WRAP DRESK is fashion's prettiest package for_resort '69. This sophisticated one by Tiffeau-Busch. cut from
a brown and white checked double-woven cotton, is deep
V'd at the neckline and widely belted at natural waistline
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By TAD ROWADY

_
•SOebes Pskov- US M-40 heavy-tanks ate loaded on flatcars at Karlsruhe, West Cler1111.411V for transport to Graferiwoehr. near the Czech harder. to ptitticipote In field exerCes bierlioto
t lat.,. "Refurger I ' Mom-ow protests the war ganies'
_

FLUIDITY. freedom and
exciting fabrics are what's
happening In fashion for Restart '69 Fluidity in dresses
that clinftand fit cline to or
skim the body, freedom in the
new pants 'that travel anywhere and cotton fabric favorites such its knits, double woroens, cotton laces, ginghama.
piques. denims and sateenth set
the mood for leisure and fun
On the resort scene are
spare little T-shirt dresses.
wrap diessee and softly
sashed or wide belted shirt
dreves The •silhouettex in-„
cluffl bias cut shapes. Man
emOres and waist-defined designs. Res'ort wear is set into
motion with tots of pleats and

Via tin

full skirts as well RA slim ones
and keeps its "cool- with
"palmy," cottons
, Resort goers will Lind themselves in the midst of a grow Mg, PANTamania. Trousers
travel by day and by night
and are worn to dress up or
down. According to the National Cotton Council. floralprinted: striped or solid colored pants in cotton canvas.
terry or duck lead the daytime pant parade along with
equally sporty looks eliettiterl
in gingham -checked cottons
and, bandana print By night
the trend continues in more
elegant cotton IAN". clinging
cotton knits and airy cotton
vtales. "%Id*. straight leg

MEOLF,Y OF FLOWERS in pink mauve..
green and yellow drovers this cotton Hale
empire party Pajama with deep plunge and
back:tied decolletage Designed by Ulla
pants, flared pants, sleek, one
piece jumpsuits, cuffed and
shorty shorts are all part of
the growing pant frenzy.
They keep company with
midriff baring., halter tops,
abbreviated- vivid* tie-front
blouses and long, tunic tope_
Taking -the resort scene by
storm le the sashed at the.
waist mini tor tunic' dress
worn ovel• heel-touching, wide
leg pants. It's a 40's look up.

WHITE COTTON LACE IN whipped into
a smart, sassy retort outfit by Lynn Stuart
for Mister Pants. Tunic with diagonal closing and flared hem tops wide-legged pants

dated for the swinging 60's
And a plus the dress can go
,solo if desired.
Also, according to the Na
,tional cotton Council what's
-happening in fashion is happening mostly in red, white
and
blue, They're played
against each other as solids
or Mixed up together in floral
prIpts. stripes or plaids Re.
-sort-era like brown and white
dad -black and*. white - both

color combinationa, strike a
high fashion cord. Lime green
.and yellow are newsy solids
land Doral prints that combine
hot pink with green or purple
with red electrify the resort
horizon.
But moat important are the
sleet cottons. many of which
processed- easy ease--- relieving the vacationer of the
gruesome task of constantly
,
saribisf and pessidrit
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